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RESUMO 

O presente trabalho tem por objetivo propor o ensino de língua inglesa seguindo os 

parâmetros, fundamentos e princípios da Abordagem Comunicativa para seu ensino 

(Communicative Approach), contando com técnicas contemporâneas para ensino de 

língua inglesa. A metodologia empregada no transcurso deste trabalho se dá a partir da 

criação de unidades didáticas, baseando-se em teóricos como RICHARDS (2006); 

HARMER (2001); que demonstram os benefícios desta Abordagem Comunicativa para 

o ensino de da língua inglesa, visando sua aplicação dentro das escolas de línguas 

estrangeiras e do ensino fundamental, na educação básica. O referencial teórico 

utilizado neste trabalho conta com contribuições principais dos teóricos: BROWN 

(1994); COOK (1989); HARMER (2001); HIKEL (2002); HYMES (1972); 

McCARTHY (2002); PALTRIDGE (1996); RICHARDS (2006); RICHARDS & 

RODGERS (2001); SHAFFER (1989). Com o presente trabalho, os alunos e 

professores de língua inglesa serão aptos a utilizar esta Abordagem Comunicativa no 

processo de ensino-aprendizagem facilitando o processo e dinamizando ele com base 

em técnicas novas para o ensino da língua.  

PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Abordagem; Ensino; Língua inglesa; Práticas de ensino; 

Contemporaneidade. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ABSTRACT 

The present work aims to propose the teaching of the English language following the 

parameters, foundations and principles of the Communicative Approach for its teaching 

(Communicative Approach), with contemporary techniques for teaching the English 

language. The methodology used in the course of this work is based on the creation of 

teaching units, based on theorists such as RICHARDS (2006); HARMER (2001); that 

demonstrate the benefits of this Communicative Approach to the teaching of the English 

language, aiming at its application within foreign language schools and in basic 

education. The theoretical framework used in this work has the main contributions of 

theorists: BROWN (1994); COOK (1989); HARMER (2001); HIKEL (2002); HYMES 

(1972); McCARTHY (2002); PALTRIDGE (1996); RICHARDS (2006); RICHARDS 

& RODGERS (2001); SHAFFER (1989). With this work, students and teachers of 

English will be able to use this Communicative Approach in the teaching-learning 

process, facilitating the process and making it more dynamic based on new techniques 

for teaching the language. 

KEYWORDS: Approach; Teaching; English Language; Teaching Practices; 

Contemporaneity 
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INTRODUCTION 

 Once we look around our lifestyles nowadays and our world as a whole we can 

clearly see the impacts technology has been giving to our human beings and life in 

general, as well as not being possible to think about any kind of evolution without 

considering technology and its progress and evolution. By considering this, the collection: 

CONNECT ME comes up with a new purpose on the language learning field and new 

updated contents and issues to discuss with our contemporary youths and adults. 

 The book CONNECT ME was built as a key to merge contemporaneity and 

language learning, counting on trend topics for young people in the average of 12-16 

years old and also being applicable to 19-25 years old people on both language schools 

and regular schools too, once the teacher follows the teacher’s book and adapt it according 

to his own reality, the book demonstrative Units presented on this work count on these 

new critical topics that lead our students to feel engaged not in the learning of the 

language, but also to develop himself as a better and more critical person, capable to 

express himself toward very pick topics which are commonly hard to discuss or argue 

over. 

 With vivid colors and made to be a magazine page style’s book, the design of the 

book itself attracts the spotted audience, not only with the vivid colors, beautiful images, 

but also with its insightful content critically chosen to develop the power to talk on the 

students, develop their communicative skills besides mentioning the student’s growth on 

its “4S” of the language: speaking, listening, reading and writing. The “warm-up 

moments” presented on both student’s book and teacher’s book (in here are given even 

more suggestions) aim to connect and rise engagement on the students to learning the 

content, the 4s are worked by following the contemporary approaches always counting 

on a what for to motivate the development of each skill and keep students engaged to their 

work and production. 

 Considering structure now, CONNECT ME brings about the new trend for 

teaching language on this field, which is the inductive way so that students do not have 

to face grammar as it is usually seen, but as a step to help them to become even better 

speakers and more fluent in the language, by recognizing and effectively being capable 

to use them in the real context of communication.  
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 The parts dedicated to vocabulary were carefully chosen by considering both the 

main texts of each Unit and the main listening material included on the book taking into 

consideration students are capable to relate images to meanings and by doing it they do 

not only expand their vocabulary, but also feel engaged to progress on the other skills and 

their development. 

 At last, it is very important to mention that along CONNECT ME students are 

always engaged to be the producers of their own learning and the teachers works as a 

helper, not the main responsible for the learning process. 

 Undoubtedly, these over 7 years I have been working with both teens and young 

adults’ students as a language teacher helped me a lot to have confidence to build this 

type of book, as well as CEI which really engaged me and gave me all the needed and 

precious knowledge to link my previous knowledge and experience to the very fruitful 

contemporary approaches on the teaching of English as a second language.  

 CEI has opened my eyes to new horizons, to new perspectives over language 

learning, the teaching of the 4 skills and since then, has been helping me out to “think out 

of the box” and teach grammar content and vocabulary in a new way. Also, learning how 

text genres and text types work and are applicable to different situations, but also can 

teach a lot from their own structure really was a surprise to me who usually used to look 

at them just as texts, but would never link them to being the main responsible to build the 

left parts of a book’s unit as well as organize all the content around them. 

 Considering all the mentioned above, CONNECT ME came up as an idea to bring 

up the new that both teenagers and young adults expect to see when they decide to start a 

new language course, or even when they are at a regular school and expect new things to 

learn, which usually is taken apart from the public school’s environment. CONNECT ME 

is also an engaging material for teachers who believe on their student’s capabilities and 

see the learning of the language as an opportunity for their students to become more 

critical citizens, capable to form opinions, criticize, agree and disagree from different 

issues and above all CONNECT ME is a material made with the purpose to believe that 

education is a very powerful key to open minds to reflect upon their life and what people 

wish it to become in the future. 

 To finish my words, enjoy your learning and both students and teachers 

remember: CONNECT ME is a way to see that learning flows as technology evolves. 
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UNIT 1- PLUG ME TO THE 
WORLD

Getting plugged to the content:

Have a look at the following definitions some websites give to the
word social networking and then answer to the following survey
about it:

FIRST DEFINITION:

From: http://www.dictionary.com/browse/social-networking

SECOND DEFINITION:

From: https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/social%20network
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QUESTION ALWAYS SOMETIMES NEVER

How often do you use 

the Internet on daily 

basis?

How often do you 

text/ chat with your 

friends daily?

Complete with your 

own information: I 

_________ use the 

Internet to check out 

my social networking 

pages.

Complete with your 

own information: 

I _________ use the 

social networking for 

professional reasons 

How often do your 

parents use social 

networking pages?

How often do you use 

social networking with 

school purposes: like 

to produce papers, to 

get some help with 

homework, etc.

Plugging ideas - Do you agree with the definitions? Why or why not? 
Briefly discuss it with the whole class. (Pre-activity for survey)

Survey time 
Take the following quick-survey about social networking uses:

Brainstorming ideas  (Post-survey activity)– After taking the 
survey, and discussed so far the impacts you realize social 
networking has in your life, with your teacher’s help discuss in 

pairs the following questions about the issue:
Your teacher will choose some students to talk about their 
answers!
 Do you have social networking? If so, which ones do you 

mostly use?
 Why do you use your social networking for?
 With who do you usually keep in touch on them?
 Why do you think social networking affect people’s lifes?
 In your opinion, what’s the importance of social 

networking nowadays?
Final Step – Now, create a cartoline with your friend’s answer 

from survey and discussion and make a beautiful board in class 
with the other students! 8



Plug me to a good reading

Before you move on  (Pre-reading activity 1)

Now that you are becoming familiar to the topic we are going to
discuss, pay attention to the following social networking, name them
and at least point out one of the things you can use them for on daily

basis.
Observation: In case you don’t know some of them ask your teacher
for help:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From:https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.linkedin.and

roid&hl=pt_BR 

 

 

 

 

From: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Snapchat_logo.svg 

 

 

 

 

From : http://www.ceec.uitp.org/twitter 

 

 

 

 

From: https://www.dpreview.com/news/2505830214/instagram-gets-a-
new-look 

 

 

 

 

NAME: 
_______________________________ 

YOU CAN....: 
________________________________ 

________________________________

____ 

 

_______ 

 

 

 

 

NAME: 
_______________________________ 

YOU CAN....: 
_______________________________
_ 

_______________________________

_____ 

 

_______ 

 

 

 

 

NAME: 
_______________________________ 

YOU CAN....: 
_______________________________
_ 

_______________________________

NAME: 
_______________________________ 

YOU CAN....: 
_______________________________
_ 

_______________________________
VOCABULARY (Pre-reading activity 2) – Look at 
the following expressions from your next text and try to match 
their meaning in column 1 to their respective images:

1- (       ) share information                                                           
2- (       ) followers
3- (       ) upload a photo
4- (       ) computer industry
5- (       ) buzzwords

 
A) 
 

 
 
https://englishirond.wikispaces.com/Keep+in+Touch 

 

 
B)  

 
https://blog.nicolashachet.com/technologies/php/cakephp-2-
composant-dupload-de-fichiers-images/ 

 
C) 
 
 

 
http://best-knowledge-of-computer.blogspot.com/p/computer-
in-industry.html 

 

D)  
http://www.paulkeijzer.com/6-buzzwords-business-world-2017/ 

 

 

E) http://www.yahki.com/yahki/stories/20140711/Using-
Yahki-to-share 
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Reading - So now, you will read a text related to social 
networking sites that briefly describes some of their uses, then 
you’ll do some activities about the text* LET’S NOW READ:  

What are social networking sites? 
 Share 
 Facebook 
 Twitter 

 
The computer industry has always loved buzzwords and one of the latest 
is ’social networking’. This can be fun, as well as useful, and if you fancy 
getting involved, then this article will point you in the right direction. 

WebWise Team | 10th October 2012 

There are a lot of myths about social networking. Firstly, Facebook, Twitter and 
that sort of thing are for kids (actually, Ofcom figures show that over 50% of the 
people on these networks are aged 35 and over). Secondly, it’s risky and 
people will steal your personal details (it’s no more risky than any other internet 
page). And thirdly, it’s difficult and technical (it’s not). 

Social networking is a way of using your computer to talk to other people, 
exchange pictures, whatever you want to do. We have some articles on specific 
networks elsewhere on the WebWise site, but here are a few basic pointers: 

Twitter 

This is one of the fastest-growing networks. You follow people you know or in 
whom you’re interested, they follow you, you exchange brief text-only 
messages. If you say something interesting, one of your followers might ’re-
tweet’ it, which means repeating it and saying who said it. So, some of their 
followers might start to follow you too, and that’s how you meet new people. 
Great for asking quick questions. 

 

Facebook 

Unlike Twitter, you get a page on the web and can use this for longer bits and 
pieces. You can upload pictures, videos, play games, whatever you want to do. 
There are Facebook applications for reviewing books, reviewing films, areas for 
private messages and for more open discussions. This can really be your place 
on the internet if you want it to be. 

LinkedIn 
LinkedIn 

A bit like a Facebook for business. This is a network for contacting and keeping 
in touch with work colleagues. You may only contact people who are a friend of 
a friend, or a friend of a friend of a friend, and so forth. 

Flickr 

There’s less scope for socialising here, but you can upload and share any 
pictures you want others to see. You can also download and sometimes use 
pictures on websites, as many people put them up with few copyright 
restrictions. 

Google+ 

It's still early days for Google's competitor to Facebook and Twitter, but the 
company is such a behemoth that it's not a good idea to count them out. 
Google+ lets you put all your acquaintances in separate "circles", so you can 
post something to your best friends that you might not want sent to your work 
colleagues. 

Check out networks before you post 

As a rule, it’s a good idea to have a look at what others are doing before putting 
your own entries up onto these networks. But once you’re in the swing of it, they 
can be a great additional resource for finding things out – and who knows, you 
might have the answer to someone else’s query and be able to help 
immediately! 

From: http://www.bbc.co.uk/webwise/guides/about-social-networking 

GLOSSARY – THE WORDS I DON’T KNOW: 
Query – a question, often expressing doubt about something or looking for an answer 
from an authority; adapted from: 
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/query 
Entries –    the act of entering a place or joining a particular society or organization: 
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/entry?q=entries 
Acquaintances - a person that you have met but do not know well:a business 
acquaintance 
formal used in some expressions about knowing or meeting people. 
From: 
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/acquaintance?q=acquaintances 
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GLOSSARY – THE WORDS 
I DON’T KNOW:

Query – a question, often 
expressing doubt about 
something or looking for an 
answer from an authority; 
adapted from: 
https://dictionary.cambridge.or
g/dictionary/english/query
Entries – the act of entering a 
place or joining a particular 
society or organization:
https://dictionary.cambridge.or
g/dictionary/english/entry?q=e
ntries
Acquaintances - a person that 
you have met but do not know 
well:a business acquaintance
formal used in some expressions 
about knowing or meeting 
people.
From: 
https://dictionary.cambridge.or
g/dictionary/english/acquaintan
ce?q=acquaintances

From: http://www.bbc.co.uk/webwise/guides/about-social-networking

Google+ 

It's still early days for Google's competitor to Facebook and Twitter, but the 
company is such a behemoth that it's not a good idea to count them out. 
Google+ lets you put all your acquaintances in separate "circles", so you can 
post something to your best friends that you might not want sent to your work 
colleagues. 

Check out networks before you post 

As a rule, it’s a good idea to have a look at what others are doing before putting 
your own entries up onto these networks. But once you’re in the swing of it, they 
can be a great additional resource for finding things out – and who knows, you 
might have the answer to someone else’s query and be able to help 
immediately! 

Plugging myself to the text: 

(Text comprehension activity)

Answer to the following open-ended questions which 
are all related to the text you’ve just read:

I. What’s the text purpose?
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
Where was this text extracted from? Was it taken from 
paper books? The Internet? Or any other source? 
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
According to the text, which are some of the things you 
can do on Facebook and Flickr?
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________

What’s at least one difference we can find between 

Twitter and LinkedIn? 
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
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Plugging my brain to my friends and the text’s 

ideas: (Post-reading task)
Now, to finish our work in this section you’ll be given a

small-talk activity and, in pairs, or in group, you’ll choose one
of the networking sites the text mentioned or the ones listed
below and discuss with your friends about the functions it has
and how useful it is:

Keep in mind:

* What you can do/ can’t in this social networking;

* The types of people that use this social networking;

* The reasons people use it for;

Example: 

Student 1: What can we do on Facebook?

Student 2: On Facebook you can share photos, discuss 
about your preferences… but you better not expose your 

family’s life… and what can we do on LikenIn?

Student 1: I think we can…

OPTIONAL SOCIAL NETWORKING SITES YOU CAN 
TALK ABOUT:

* Google+
* MySpace
* Flickr       
* Padlet
* Youtube

Images taken from: https://techcrunch.com/2015/09/18/padlet-raises-1-2-million-for-its-easy-to-use-collaborative-website-builder/
https://thehackernews.com/2016/06/myspace-passwords-leaked.html

https://www.thesun.co.uk/tech/4749023/this-clever-trick-lets-you-listen-to-youtube-music-on-your-phone-while-its-locked/
https://thehackernews.com/2016/06/myspace-passwords-leaked.html
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Final Step – Now, in groups of 4 you are going to

make a portfolio talking about the importance of one

of the social networking you’ have just talked about

and expose it to the whole class.



Plug me to pencil and paper 
(Understanding the genre)

The last text we’ve just explored was a written
genre called feature writing. Do you know what a feature
writing is? If so, express very quickly your ideas to the whole
class.

•Observation: In case you don’t, use your cellphone and 

search on the Internet for its meaning. Then, check answers 
with your teacher.

•The types of feature writing(To help you on your writing 
production)
•:

From: https://pt.slideshare.net/john1306/feature-writing
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Writing some ideas... (Pre-writing task)

Complete the diagrams below by chosing 3
diferent social networking and writing some ideas that
best match each gap. All of them are linked to the our
final feature writing:

PEOPLE 
WHO USE 
THEM

YOU CAN 
USE THEM 
FOR...

SOCIAL
NETWORKING

Now try to make up some senteces by using
CAN, MAY, MIGHT...

Ex:  On Youtube you can watch videos
1- ________________________________
2- ________________________________
3- ________________________________
4- ________________________________
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SKYPE – Skype is a social networking that you can make 
videoconferences with all your contacts from your friends’ 

list, you can also upload photos or you may insert them in a 
chat during a conversation. On skype you can’t play 

computer games, but you can play some platform games… 

READY TO PRACTISE: (Writing task about the genre)

Now, to complete our learning about this feature genre
you are encouraged to produce a feature similar to the ones
you’ve seen on the last text and you can choose among one of
the networking sites the text has mentioned or the ones listed
below.

Keep in mind to include on your feature writing:

* What you can do /can’t in this social networking;

* The types of people that may use this social networking;

* The reasons people can use it for;

• The things/tools that could be improved in the social
networking;

* You may use your main text as an example to produce yours

Example for your writing:

Optional social networking for you to produce your feature 
writing:

* Snapchat        * Voxy

*Whatsapp * MySpace

* Tumblr        

* Tandem

*  YouTube

• Instagram

Final Step (Post writing activity)- Wow! Perfect job! You’ve

finished to produce your feature writing, so you are now
invited to go to www.padlet.com and with your teacher’s help
you will post a screen shot, or a colored copy from it on the
classroom webpage.
Observation: Your teacher will post the best productions
on the school webpage!

15



Plug me to the Language (Exploring language aspects):

* Have a look at the following examples extracted from the
text:
“…You can upload pictures, videos, play games,..”
“…You may only contact people…”

“…You can also download and sometimes use pictures on
websites…”

", so you can post something to your best friends…”

“– and who knows, you might have the answer to someone
else’s…”

“…that you might not want sent to your work colleagues.”

* Now, analyze the following items and check the ones you
agree with:
The underlined words imply on:
( ) daily routine habits
( ) past facts
( ) capabilities and skills someone/something has

To all sentences:
( ) we have punishments being applied.
( ) we have the capabilities from each social networking
site being described.
( ) we have people selling products and offering them to
different audiences.

Consider now the following examples and think about the
verbs that follow CAN, MAY, MIGHT and their form:
I can upload… ; She might have…;They may contact …;
Write (G) for good replacement and (B) for the incorrect ones:
( ) shares, describes, will download
( ) like, would play, listen
( ) surf (the Internet), ask, say
( ) would enjoy, likes to, opt for…
( ) get in touch, decide what to do, spread information

The same way we see CAN is up to describe capabilities, we
can say that both MAY & MIGHT are up to:
( ) probabilities and possibilities.
( ) advantages and persuasion.
( ) incapabilities and flaws.
(      ) definitions and instructions.

16



USE CAN MAY MIGHT

LinkedIn – Social

Purposes, have fun

X X X

Facebook – Upload

personal photos,

share personal info

about ourselves

  X

Flickr- Chat in 

group with friends

Google+ - Share 

documents with 

friends

Twitter – Follow 

people to whom you 

have interests to 

know better or share 

common interests 

Check true (T) or false (F):

We can finally say that both CAN, MAY, MIGHT:
( ) are exclusively used to rise politeness on the sentences.
( ) are never altering into past and future on their forms.
( ) are always changing to describe what happened before
and what will happen next.
( ) vary on their forms if I say something and if people say
something.
( ) keep the same form no matter who says something,
even if it’s a single person or a group of people.

 Give a tickle if it’s ok the use of the social networking
mentioned for the reasons given or a cross if it’s not ok
the use for this social networking:

 PLUG LANGUAGE TO FUN – We’ve learned many things so far, right? Now that you
are more familiar to our friends CAN, MAY, MIGHT it’s time to play with them. Follow
your teacher’s instructions and BE QUICKLY not to be eliminated from the game:

 Guide: Your teacher will throw a ball to one of you (you and your classmates) and he
will rise up a card containing one of the modals and a social networking site, and
you’ll have to tell to him and to your classmates a capability it has/ doesn’t have, and
you have ONLY 5 SECONDS TO DO IT, otherwise you’ll be eliminated from the
game!

Example: Teacher: “Go Peter!” – MAY/ FACEBOOK 

Peter- “I may post my dog’s pictures on Facebook”
17



 

 

1)                                                                    2)  

 

 

 

 

 

3)                                                                     4)  

 

 

 

        

      5)                                    6)  

 

 
http://blogandretire.com/blog/2014/05/go-offline-why-

its-important-to-live-your-life-outside-the-internet.html 

 

 

https://makeawebsitehub.com/social-media-sites/ 

 

 

 

http://bwog.com/2017/04/03/bucket-list-are-you-

stressed-and-other-things-that-might-stress-you-out/ 

 

 

https://www.mentalhelp.net/articles/percocet-

withdrawal/ 

 

http://socialkingmaker.com/buy-instagram-likes/ 

 

https://www.wikihow.com/Perform-a-Monologu 

e 

Plug my earphones to my listening - Developing listening

Plugging ideas to the listening/video:

 Predict what the images mean by matching them to the options 
next to them: (pre-listening task)

18



 Talking time - Check answers about this first part and 
in pairs discuss in groups of three if you agree with 
what has been said until now by Maria – Try to point 
out:

* What she thinks about social networking influence, and if 
you agree so.

* Her arguments to say social networking is becoming a 
problematic thing to us.

After 5 minutes’ discussion your teacher will elicit some of the 

arguments from your group for a small debate with the whole 
class.

GOING AHEAD – Bailey ends the first part of the video
saying: “I will show you what's stressing you out every
day…”. What do you think it’s going to happen next? Check
all the possibilities you think she will say next in the video.

(        ) She may tell people why their life is becoming 
unsocial.

(        ) She will criticize Facebook and Twitter and spot them 
as the most dangerous and addicting social networking.

(        ) Bayley might state why social networking is so 
important in our lifes.

(        )  She may advise everybody to have a fruitful time 
while we’re plugged.

(        )  Bayley may talk about her own life experiences 
related to social networking. 

 Now, watch/ listen to the second part of Bayley’s speech 

and check if your previous answers were right or not. 
(from 0:59 – 03:00)

Source - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Czg_9C7gw0o

 Now, listen/ watch again to the 2nd part and answer to the 
following questions:

1- What did Bayley mean to say by “I was going dark”?

_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
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The many hours people stay connected to the Internet.

The advantage for using social networking on daily basis:

The disadvantages of using social networking on my daily basis:

The most common social networking sites and apps you/your friends usually use:

Can people stand without their cellphone for a long time? For how long?

2- How long did it take her vacation with her sister? Where did they take it?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
3- How was her going offline experience? What does she mention about being without
her cellphone?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

4- When did she realize social networking was affecting her life? What did she do about
it? What was the ending like?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

5- At the end of the video, she says “If social networking was doing this to me, imagine
to the others…”. What could we except as a follow-up to this final message she left us?
Have you ever felt like Bailey before? How was that?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

PLUGGING ALL TOGETHER (post listening task) – Now, in groups of 5 people you are invited to
make a MONKEY SURVEY on the internet, to do it you’ll go to the following website:
https://surveymonkey.com/ to collect information from your classmates on the influences they see social
networking have on their lifes.
•You can include in your survey questions like:
*EXTRA PLUG ACTIVITY- DEBATE TIME (optional!) –Report to the whole class the answers
and conclusions everybody got based on the surveys’ answers!
*Try to get an answer to the following conclusion: DO SOCIAL NETWORKING APPS AND SITES
REALLY INTERFERE IN YOUR SOCIAL REAL LIFE?
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Getting plugged to new sounds: 
(Shaping pronunciation exercise)

* Play the video again on the following seconds and now give 
special attention to how the TH sound is pronounced on them:
“… do I like this photo?” – 00:21
“… A monologue that so many of us have every day,” – 00:36
“…but we don't think about it, we don't talk about it.” – 00: 39
“… you might be thinking I'm ridiculous,” – 01: 44

* Now pay attention, you’ll only listen to more two examples 
from the video with different sound for the TH. Listen to them 
and write down the words according to their sound similarity 
to the words in chart 1 and 2:
*PLAY AUDIO ON TIME -> 01:53 up to 01:58

WORD(S) CHART 1
__________________________________________________
WORD(S) CHART 2  
__________________________________________________
•Now, your teacher will dictate the words from the chart below 
and you are going to listen to them and classify them by 
organizing the words in the first column or in the second 
column according to THE TH sound to all of them

Check A or B according to the last exercise:
(       ) The TH sounds voiceless.
(       )  The TH sounds voiced.
(       )  breathing, brother, father can be pronounced with this 
sound.
(       )  throat, toothache, thumb can be pronounced with this 
sound.

1- ð 2-θ

THIS/ THAT THINKING/ THINK

rather - theory - through - three- feather - athlete – marathon – clothing – weather-

leather – mother – bathtub

A) /θ/ - [TH] LIKE IN THUNER A) / ð / - [TH] LIKE IN 

BROTHERHOOD
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•Now that you’ve got the difference between the sounds of the “TH” provide
more 2 examples for each case. Check your answers with your teacher.
A ) ___________________ B) ___________________

___________________ ___________________
___________________ ___________________
___________________ ___________________

Plugging my speaking to the others around me!
(Speaking activity to integrate the Unit’s content)

Let’s prepare for a presentation?
Well, we’ve learned lots of things in this Unit, we’ve worked with social

networking sites, we’ve considered their good and bad aspects and we’ve also
discussed about the capabilities each one of these social networking sites have and
how useful they can be.

So, now you’ll be invited to apply the following questionnaire to one of
your family members at home. Only make notes of key-words to remember
answers WHILE PRESENTING THIS TO THE WHOLE CLASS.

Secondly, after you’ve given the questionnaire to your family member,
you will make a short presentation of the pieces of information you’ve got from him.
Don’t forget to:
•Briefly introduce the person you’ve interviewed at home;
•Talk about his/her answers;
•Talk about the uses your family make with the social networking
•Present your own opinion on how the social networking sites affect your family;
•YOU CAN ALSO: Open your social networking site and show the person to your
colleagues as a way to interact more with the class.
EXTRA PLUG: While you are reporting both of your classmate’s and your family
member’s answers try to use CAN, MAY, MIGHT.
* Take notes from the answers by writing in them in the questionnaire:

DO YOU STAY ONLINE VERY OFTEN?

QUESTIONS FAMILY MEMBER’S NOTES BOARD

Do you use the Internet

frequently? How often?

Do you like to use social

networking?

Which social networking do you

use very often?

What you consider when you

sign up for a new social

networking?

(Ex I consider if I can upload

photos)

Do you use social networking for

professional or studies purposes?

Which ones do you use?

What do you usually do when

you are in your social

networking?

What might you do in case you 

cannot get online for a day?

How do you feel when you are 

not online and what you do to 

socialize to people? 

Do you think social networking 

has a bad impact on your life? 

How’s that?
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GETTING 
CONNECTED TO 

OUR BOOK
NAME OF SECTION FUNCTION

GETTING PLUGGED TO 
THE CONTENT

This is the opening section of
our book, so it’s a brief moment
for engaging our students to the
content they are about to learn.

SURVEY TIME/ 
QUESTIONNAIRE MOMENT 
(DEPENDS ON THE BOOK 
LEVEL)

On this section, our student is
engaged to start by himself or in 
pars to think a bit more deeply
about the content awaiting for 
him along the Unit. 

BRAINSTORMING IDEAS This is an oral activity reflecting
upon the results generated by the
survey, questionnaire which can
lead our Students to starting
debating ideas about what they’ll

be studying during the Unit.

PLUG ME TO A GOOD 
READING

As the name indicates this is the
section of the book dedicated to
the improvement of our Ss.
reading skills as well as text
comprehension and a
preparation for our writing
moment further.

BEFORE YOU MOVE ON! This part indicates a vocabulary
exercise is about to come up to
engage our Ss. on their reading. 

VOCABULARY (EXERCISE) 
( NAME ALSO DEPENDS ON 
THE BOOK LEVEL)

This is a pre-reading acitvity with
a few words/expressions related
to the text, so that our ss get even
more engaged to the reading part.

EXTRA PG 1



NAME OF SECTION FUNCTION

IT’S TEXT TIME! IT’S TIME TO LET OUR Ss
READ the Unit’s text and find
out why we are teaching them
that content. This is the heart of
our Unit and all the other skills
will be worked along our Unit
considering the content of this
text, its vocabulary, its genre (for
the writing part), the issue being
discussed (pretty much connected
to the listening section, the
listening choice, the vídeos
included on that part).Further, the
speaking, language and
vocabulary tasks from our Unit
will be connected to our text too.

PLUGGING MYSELF TO 
THE TEXT 

This is a group of text
comprehension activities for our
Ss. To express their real
understanding toward the text
ideas and get ready for the post-
reading activity.

PLUGGING MY BRAIN TO 
MY FRIENDS AND THE 
TEXT’S IDEAS

This is the post-reading activity, 
which Works as a small-talk
between 2 or more Ss. It’s a 
moment for the Ss to activate the
knowledge they’ve got from our
text and have a real practise with
the ideas from the text, rising
their criticism and power to
reflect upon the content studied, 
as long as how it can affect his
own life.   

EXTRA PG 2



NAME OF SECTION FUNCTION

PLUG ME TO PENCIL AND 
PAPER

As the name indicates this is the
section of the book dedicated to
the improvement of our Ss.
WRITING skills as well as an
opportunity for the Ss to
understand better the genre
they’ve just studied, where it
comes from, where it can be
found, how important it is and
how it works.
Obs: This part usually starts
with a brainstorming question
surrounding the Ss pre
knowledge and prediction
power toward the text genre
they are going to explore on
this part of the book.

WRITING SOME IDEAS This is a pre-writing activity to
engage our Ss to start drawing
and organizing some of his ideas
as well as activate our Ss
knowledge and motivate him to
produce his final work, which is a
text based on the genre explored
by the Unit.

READY TO PRACTISE! This is the real writing acitivity
in which the Ss are going to work
with the Unit’s text genre, 
produce a text using that genre, 
following some guidelines given
in the Ss. book and surely count
on the teacher’s help while they
make their productions.
Obs: Guarantee this activity to be
held in class once Ss will need
special care and attention not to
produce something different from
the genre they’ve just studied, nor
missunderstand what they have to
do and the content they have to
mention on their productions.  
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NAME OF SECTION FUNCTION

FINAL STEP (FOR 
WRITING) (NAME ALSO 
DEPENDS ON THE BOOK 
LEVEL)

This is the last part of our section
dedicated to WRITING and work
as a post-activity to enhance the
Ss engagement, compensate them
for their hard work and motivate
them to go on. It’s a practical
acitvity likend to their writing
productions that must be
somehow exposed to others (once
Ss feel motivated when they
know there’s a purpose on what
they are doing) and also offer
further and real practise with the
genre the Ss learned. It’s a way to
connect the book content, and its
writing part to real life context.

PLUG ME TO THE 
LANGUAGE

This is the part of our Unit
dedicated to LANGUAGE
AWERENESS and to explore
some gramar content which
was mentioned on our main
from the Unit, and MUST BE
TAUGHT following the
inductive grammar teaching
approach.
(OFFERING GREAT
AMOUNT OF EXAMPLES,
LETTING SS REFLECTING
UPON THEM, INDUCING
IDEAS AND BUILDING
KNOWLEDGE ABOUT IT,
UNDERSTANDING THE
WHAT FOR TO THIS
LANGUAGE CONTENT AND
LASTLY HOW ITS
STRUCTURE WORKS.)
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NAME OF SECTION FUNCTION

PAIRWORK ACTIVITY (ON THE 
LANGUAGE SECTION)

This is an activation on the Ss
knowledge toward the language
content he has just learned. It’s a way
to offer practise throughout interaction
with other classmates so that they can
help each other to solve some
missunderstandings toward the
grammar, raise awereness on the
importance this content has to their
learning and how it’s applied for real
communicative situations

PLUGGING LANGUAGE TO 
FUN!

It’s game time! Once gramar can be
seen as tough part of learning a new
language, it’s Always good to have a
post-activity envolving the joy of
learning a new structure and so this
part is very important because not
only our Ss can assimilate better the
content throughout a game, but also
is an offer to real practise with the
new structure Sss have just learned.

PLUG MY EARPHONES TO MY 
LISTENING

As the name indicates this is the
section of the book dedicated to the
improvement of our Ss.
LISTENING skills as well as an
opportunity for the Ss to understand
better the spoken language, at some
points to improve their
pronunciation and raise up their
accuracy and fluency.
Obs: This part usually starts with a
pre-activity related to the
vocabulary the “media” is going to
explore (it can be an audio, a video,
part of a movie...), then it comes a
mix up of comprehension exercises
and prediction tasks (to keep the Ss
engaged to this part) about the
chosen media , then as a post-
activity there is always a dynamic, a
questionnaire for the students to
interact with others regarding to the
content explored on the chosen
media to guarantee they
comprehended well the messages
inside of the audios, videos used in
this part.
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UNDERSTANDING THE VIDEO This part is a mixed of T/F
questions, prediction tasks about
the video content and
comprehension questions about
has been seen so far on the
videos, audios from the Unit.

TALKING TIME AND GOING 
AHEAD SECTIONS

These parts are also mixed of
T/F questions, prediction tasks
about the video content and
comprehension questions about
has been seen so far on the
videos, audios from the Unit.
Futher, they offer speaking
pratise the audios/videos ideas
expressed on them.

This part indicates a vocabulary
exercise is about to come up to
engage our Ss. on their reading. 

NAME OF SECTION FUNCTION

EXTRA SECTION – GETTING 
PLUGED TO NEW SOUNDS (NOT 
ALL VERSIONS FROM THE 
CONNET ME COLLECTION 
INCLUDE THIS PART!) – IT GOES 
TILL A2 BOOKS ONLY!

Whenever you see this section is our
book you can be quitely sure it is
about some phonological aspect from
our listening part that is being taken
apart to be explored in phonetics to
improve pronunciation, accuracy and
even fluency in the spoken language

PLUGGING MY SPEAKING TO 
THE OTHERS AROUND ME 

This is usually the final section of our
books and they come up with the
proposal to offer further spoken
pratise to the content explored along
the Unit and worked out within the
other abilities and skills. It works as a
final production which pretty
integrates all the sections and ususally
generates the results absorbed from
the studied content by our students
and give us a final notion on what the
students really learned, understood
and would be able to apply on their
real lifes and in their learning
language progress.
This part usually works and brings Ss
the challenge to prepare for a
presentation envolving everything
they’ve learned, and usually a person
who is familiar to them whose
answers are going to contribuite for
the Ss final presentation.

EXTRA PG 6



PLUGGING ANSWERS

26

This is not a simple “Guess the meaning” activity. Engage
your Ss not only to read the meanings shown above, but also
start thinking on the Unit’s content, once this first part is
pretty much made with this purpose. 

Suggestion: Bring some images or flash cards related to the
topic and let Ss predict what they are about to study and see
along the Unit as well as reflect upon the importance of it to
their communicative skills and real life context.

Unit’s CONTENT: SOCIAL NETOWRKING SITES AND APPS (TRY  
TO EXPLORE AS MOST AS YOU CAN ON THIS FIELD!) 
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Now that your Ss are aware on what they are going to study
along the Unit, this second activity will activitate their
previous knowledge and interests to learning the content.
So, at first let your Ss pairup to complete the questionnaire,
then lead them to reflect upon the importance of studying it
with the BRAINSTORMING IDEAS moment.
At the end, ask them to keep in pairs and start a small
discussion about the Unit’s content. OBS: It’s very nice if you
monitor the dialogues between all of them by going around
the classroom WITHOUT interfering, but observing to give
them a further feedback and at the end hold a classroom
debate with the ideas your Ss presented during their
dialogues.
MOST OF THE ANSWERS FOR THIS PART ARE PERSONAL!

SS
PERSONAL
ANSWERS



PLUGGING ANSWERS
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Here we have another moment which was built to enhance
Ss engagement to learning the content and prepare them for
the reading.
The first activity can be used to expand the vocabulary
related to the content and also make Ss reflect upon what
they are about to read on their text.
The second activity guarantees your student will feel engaged
for the Reading part by learning a few words from the text.
Ask your Ss to analyze carefully the images and predict what
they intend to mean, do not give Ss the answers, let them
reflect then when you believe they are done start correcting.

SUGGESTION: BRING MORE IMAGES RELATED TO THE MAIN TEXT, SO SS WILL
FEEL EVEN MORE ENGAGED TO READ AND EXPLORE THE TEXT.
NOTE: I’VE JUST SUGGESTED SOME ANSWERS FOR THE FIRST EXERCISE, THOUGH STUDENTS CAN COME UP WITH
DIFFERENT ANSWERS BECAUSE IT’S VERY PERSONAL...

INSTAGRAM

share photos, post videos...

TWITTER

Make comments, post questions...
Ask people’s opinions...

LINKEDINSNAPCHAT

share photos, make vídeos,
Make comment’s on friends pictures

It’s a working social networking 
made with professional purposes...

E
A
B
C
D



PLUGGING ANSWERS
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This is a crucial moment for your Ss once as I have just
mentioned on the “GETTING PLUGED TO THE BOOK” section,
it is the heart of our Unit, so ask Ss to read the text by
themselves even if they do not know all the words (which will
probably happen). Be ready to solve Ss doubts on some
meanings after their Reading moment.
At the end if you find it important, hold a group reading from
the text in order to check spelling, pronunciation and interact
with the whole group.

IMPORTANT: Ss must read these texts! Otherwise, they will
not be able to achieve correctly the other following parts, nor
will feel engaged to learning the content from the left part.
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Now Ss have just read the text and this time they will reflect
upon its ideas, but also get to know more about the text
genre they will have to explore on the PLUG ME TO PENCIL
AND PAPER section, the next one in our book.

IMPORTANT: Ss must have clear notion on where these texts
were taken, where they are found, what they are telling the
audience. Once this is the genre we are about to work with
them on the writing section: The feature writing

ANSWERS CAN VARRY, BUT MAY INCLUDE:
On Facebook you can upload pics, videos,
play games. On Flickr, people can upload
and share pictures for the others to see.

ANSWERS CAN VARRY, BUT MAY INCLUDE:
It comes from the Internet, from a
website, from the web, ...

ANSWERS CAN VARRY, BUT MAY INCLUDE:
To tell us about the different social 
networking sites and apps we have, their
functions, their differences...

ANSWERS CAN VARRY, BUT MAY INCLUDE: twitter
is a very informal space and LinkenIn is formal;
twitter Works as a personal blog and LinkedIn as a
professional tool...
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Keep letting Ss reflect upon the texts ideas and finding out
more about the text genre they are about to start working
with.
The second part “PLUGING MY BRAIN...” works as a post-
Reading activity and it has the aim to activate the
communicative skills and knowledge built on your Ss toward
the text ideas and relevance of the content to their real life
context.

IMPORTANT: Instruct well your Ss on the second part, and
guarantee they got the ideas from the text to start reflecting
upon their relevance to their lifes while they do this small-
talk activity.



PLUGGING ANSWERS
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Make sure Ss can have access to the Internet to before
starting the “PLUG ME TO PENCIL AND PAPER” section. This is
the moment they will get familiar with the text genre they wil
be producing at the end of this part of the book. So, firstly
brainstorm some possible ideas with your Ss on what they
believe a report is. Some of them can also come up with
similar words and meanings, like reporter, reportage, which
will in fact help them to get what a report is.

NOTE: After this quick brainstorming, let’s start our hands on
work! Let’s go to the next page...

SS PERSONAL ANSWER, MAY INCLUDE: 
a feature writing is a text type used to describe the functions
something/someone has. It mentions the differences we find
betwenn certain things from a same pattern....

X

X
X

X
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This is the moment Ss will start drawing some ideas on their
final writing production. So make sure they are now clearly
secure on what they have to do in this exercise, otherwise
they won’t be able to produce the final writing.

NOTE: Ask Ss to produce some sentences connecting what
they have schematized on the diagrams above, so that they
start linking the content.

SS PERSONAL 
ANSWERS

SS PERSONAL 
ANSWERS

SS PERSONAL 
ANSWERS

SS PERSONAL 
ANSWERS

SS PERSONAL 
ANSWERS

SS PERSONAL 
ANSWERS

SS PERSONAL 
ANSWERS

SS PERSONAL 
ANSWERS

SS PERSONAL 
ANSWERS

SS PERSONAL 
ANSWERS



PLUGGING ANSWERS
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Once they are now working with real information, not just ideas they have. This part was
made to help our Ss to understand even better what they will have to produce as their final
writing.

NOTE: Make sure Ss read the example to understand better what the feature writing is, how
it works and what it must include.

• This is the final production for the writing part with the FEATURE WRITING. As soon as
they finish you can not only correct their texts, but have a moment to elicit some of them
and discuss to the whole class.

• Right next, as a post-writing activity Ss will be asked to remake their Works, but now
virtually in order to post on Padlet page and you must guarantee them at the end of the
year/semester some of their production will be posted on the shcool webpage.

• NOTE: Posting their works not only will build confidence on them, but also inspiration and
motivation to keep interested to the rest of the content about their progress on the
learning day by day.
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This part is the LANGUAGE STRUCTURE SECTION of our book
(well-known as grammar), and it’s dedicated to teach our Ss
some new structure which was presented in the text they
read along the Unit. (FROM MEANING -> FORM)
MAKE SURE and GIVE YOUR SS enough time for them to
read and analyze the examples, because they are the main
source for them to build real knowledge toward the new
grammar content. Do not tell them rules, let them guess
each one by completing the proposed tasks.

IMPORTANT: In our book GRAMMAR is not TAUGHT following the
traditional approaches. So let your Ss induct how the structure
works and mainly why it is important for their communicate skills
(When are they going to use this structure? For which contexts do
we apply it while talking?)

X

X

B
B
G
B
G

X
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The PAIRWORK moment will guarantee they activate the new structure they have just
learned and will provide them a further practise with it throughout interaction with others,
and will also offer production from them so that you as a teacher will have just to monitor
the activity without keeping explaining rules, charts, and repeating the same old stuff.
Finally, Ss will play a game in which they wil be able to Interact with the new structure and
have fun with it.

SUGGESTION: YOU CAN BRING MORE GAMES LIKE THE ONE SUGGESTED BY THE BOOK TO OFFER
EVEN MORE PRACTISE TO YOUR STUDENTS! YOU CAN ALSO ASK SS TO MAKE UP QUESTIONS BY
MENTIONING THE MODALS AND SOCIAL NETWORKING USES AND THE OTHER CLASSMATES JUDGE
IF IT’S RIGHT OR WRONG.

T
F

T

F

F

SS PERSONAL 
ANSWERS

It’s time to pairup Ss and have fun with the new structure they have just learned!

SUGGESTION: Try to separate 20 - 30 MINUTES of the class for only doing this! So Ss will
see the language a meaningful way to have fun and expand knowledge the same time.
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First, let your Ss predict (as a pre activity or a warm-up one)
the vocabulary they are about to find on the listening
moment.

Then, on the UNDERSTANDING THE VIDEO section Ss are
going to complete some tasks related to the video and
activate their understanding from the video’s ideas

SUGGESTION: Play the whole video so students will have a notion
on what they are going to discuss further, then go back and play it
again step by step as suggested on each one of the exercises.

1

4 2

65

3

T

F

F

T

T
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TALKING TIME is a moment to let your students activate their
knowledge about the issue being discussed, it is a way not to
stay stucked in a same kind of activity to let Ss get bored and
distracted and also it is a motivation to the GOING AHEAD
moment so that Ss will understand the importance of what
has been discussed on the video and apply that on their own
learning and to their real life.

SUGGESTION: On the GOING AHEAD moment, in the first question,
you can ask Ss to make some drawings about what they believe to
be the “FUTURE OCCUPATIONS” or even how some OCCUPATIONS
HAVE CHANGED ALONG THE YEARS. Then you go back to the other
tasks....

ANSWERS MAY INCLUDE:
She was not connected to her social medias, she was
unpluged,  she had no connection to the Internet...

X

X
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Here we find a deep exploration from the content on the
video/audio and the final activity “5” it is a way to let our students
reflect upon what has been watched on the video, the ideas the
video explored and how they can directly interfere on our real life
as well as rise criticism on our students minds and let them to
understand the importance on what they are learning/ seeing in
this section of the book.

PLUGING ALL TOGETHER – It’s a moment to let Ss produce
something and enhance their engagement on the learning, and also
guarantee some interaction among them, the content itself and the
relevance on what they have just seen on this section.
SUGGESTION: Let your students draw some conclusions about what they
have understood from the videos and their own concepts toward the
content, ask them to make some notes about it at home and so the
following class apply the EXTRA PLUG ACTIVITY for them to have a final
discuss about it.

It took 4 days / It was a 4 days vacation trip/ They went to Jasper, Alberta

ANSWERS CAN VARRY, BUT MAY INCLUDE: It was difficult at the beginning, 
because she was dependent from her cellphone and social networkings/ she
tended to check out her e-mail all the time during the first day.

ANSWERS CAN VARRY, BUT MAY INCLUDE: In the middle of her trip when se 
found out she was missing the best parts of the trip because she was worried
with her social networkings. She decided to quit. She felt healthier and happier

STUDENTS PERSONAL ANSWERS 



PLUGGING ANSWERS
VIDEO TRANSCRIPTION

V1

Is Social Media Hurting Your Mental Health? | Bailey Parnell | 
TEDxRyersonU

Adapted from : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Czg_9C7gw0o

00:00
Translator: MARIA TIAKA Reviewer: Peter van de Ven
00:10
I'm fat.
00:13
Wow, I'm fat.
00:15
She's only nineteen years old, what am I doing with my life?
00:19
Hey! Two likes! Nice.
00:21
Do I like this photo?
00:24
Does she really need more likes?
00:26
I hope I'm going to be invited to the wedding.
00:29
One more like, nice!
00:31
Welcome to the internal monologue of a typical social media scroll.
00:36
A monologue that so many of us have every day,
00:39
but we don't think about it, we don't talk about it.
00:42
In fact, many of us can't even recognize it happening.
00:46
I'm Bailey Parnell,
00:48
and I will discuss the unintended consequences
00:50
social media is having on your mental health.
00:53
I will show you what's stressing you out every day,
00:55
what it's doing to you,
00:56
and how you can craft a better experience for yourself online.
01:02
Just over a year ago,
01:03
my sister and I took a four-day vacation to Jasper, Alberta.
01:08
This was the first no-work vacation I had taken in four years.
01:12
On this vacation, I was going dark.
01:16
I was turning on airplane mode, no email and no social media.
01:21
The first day there,
01:22
I was still experiencing phantom vibration syndrome.



PLUGGING ANSWERS
VIDEO TRANSCRIPTION

V2

Is Social Media Hurting Your Mental Health? | Bailey Parnell | 
TEDxRyersonU

Adapted from : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Czg_9C7gw0o

I was still experiencing phantom vibration syndrome.
01:25
That's where you think your phone went off,
01:27
and you check and it didn't.
01:29
I was checking incessantly.
01:30
I was distracted in conversation.
01:32
I was seeing these gorgeous sights Jasper had to offer,
01:35
and my first reaction was to take out my phone
01:37
and post it on social.
01:39
But of course it wasn't there.
01:42
The second day was a little bit easier.
01:44
You might be thinking I'm ridiculous,
01:46
but I hadn't been completely disconnected in over four years.
01:50
This was practically a new experience again.
01:53
It wasn't until the fourth day I was there
01:55
that I was finally comfortable without my phone.
01:58
I was sitting with my sister, literally on the side of this mountain,
02:01
when I started thinking to myself:
02:03
"What is social media doing to me?
02:05
What is it doing to my peers?"
02:07
That was only four days, and it was anxiety-inducing,
02:10
it was stressful and it resulted in withdrawals.
02:14
That's when I started to ask questions
02:17
and have since started my master's research into this subject.
02:21
I've worked in social marketing primarily in higher education
02:24
for most of my career.
02:26
That means I work with a lot of 18- to 24-year-olds,



Is Social Media Hurting Your Mental Health? | Bailey Parnell | 
TEDxRyersonU

Adapted from : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Czg_9C7gw0o

02:30
which also happens to be
02:31
the most active demographic on social media.
02:34
The other thing you need to know about me
02:36
is that I'm young enough to have grown up with social media,
02:40
but just old enough to be able to critically engage with it
02:42
in a way that twelve-year-old me probably couldn't.
02:45
My life is social media: personally, professionally and academically.
02:49
If it was doing this to me, what was it doing to everyone else?
02:55
I immediately found out I wasn't alone.
02:59
The center for collegiate mental health found that the top three diagnoses

V3

PLUGGING ANSWERS
VIDEO TRANSCRIPTION
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This is an extra section included in some of our books and it was
developed to explore a bit of phonetics from a particular sound
mentioned on the listening part and that must be considered
important to the language and to shape pronunciation, rise accuracy
and improve fluency to our Ss.

SUGGESTION: TRY TO LET UNDERSTAND THE SOUNDS AND THE SOFT
DIFFERENCES THEY HAVE WHILE PRONUNCED. IF YOU JUDGE NECESSARY TRY
TO SHOW TO THEM MORE EXAMPLES FROM THE “TH” SOUND IN ENFGLISH.
TRY TO TEACH THEM HOW TO CORRECT PRONUNCE IT AND THE MOVEMENTS
THEY HAVE TO MAKE WITH THEIR TONGUE AND MOUTH TO PRODUCE IT
CORRECTLY.
ASK THEM TO REPEAT: “THOPINHA DE MATHINHA” BY HAVING THEIR
TONGUE BENEATH THEIR TEETH. AND GIVE THEM SOME TONGTWISTTERS

THERE, THAT, WITHOUT 

FOURTH

RATHER, FEATHER, CLOTHING, 
WEATHER, LEATHER, MOTHER

THEORY, THROUGH, THREE,
ATHLETE, MARATHON, BATHTUB

A
B
B

A
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Finally, as a last step to give our Ss a golden key for their
progress and connect all the 4S in the language, our Ss are
invited to prepare a final oral presentation to practise their
speaking, show us the conclusion they’ve got so far from the
learned content and practise their communicative skills by
using them not only to apply the questionnaire to a person,
but to report the results to the whole class.

SUGGESTION: Ask your Ss to produce a slide presenting the person
they have interviewed and the questionnaire so that can Interact
more to the audience. If possible post some productions on the
web, school’s facebook page, so on...

PERSONAL
ANSWERS

PERSONAL
ANSWERS

PERSONAL 
ANSWERS
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COURSE BOOK
CONNECT ME COLLECTION

Where learning flows as technology
evolves...

BOOK B1/B2
CREDITS: FEDERAL UNIVERSITY OF 
MINAS GERAIS
AUTHOR: CARLOS MAGNO CASTRO 
FREITAS JUNIOR

FROM : https://www.dailydot.com/debug/tech-trends-2018/
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UNIT 2- PLUG ME TO THE 
WORLD OF TRENDS

Getting plugged to the content:

Look the definitions given to the word TREND and then discuss
the following questions about it:

FIRST DEFINITION:

From: https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/trend_2 

SECOND DEFINITION:

From: https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/trend
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PLUGGING IDEAS (Understanding the Unit’s topic) – Are you 
following the current trends ? Why do people care about trends? How 
do they interfere on our life? Briefly discuss it with the whole class.

Space to take notes from the question above (if necessary): 
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________

Work in pairs and answer: 
(Take notes from each other’s answer to debate with class then)

 Which trend have you followed before you don’t anymore? Why 

did you stop? Take notes, then discuss with your friend:
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

 Do you enjoy trends? If so, which ones are you following right 
now?

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

 Why do you believe trends are picky and people like them?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

 Which friends/ people you like follow the same trends as you?
How did you start?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

46

Final Step– Collecting Results –Now,  in groups of 5  you are 
going to produce a big graphic measuring the results from the 
questions above . As a sample you can do a graphic that shows the 
most followed trends from the class, with the second and third one.
Your teacher can then expose your work to the whole school.



Plug me to a good reading

Before you move on – Pre-reading task 1

 Pay attention to the following TRENDS, try to predict what they
are by writing their names below each image.

 Then, point out at least one useful thing on following this TREND.

1- current hits         2- fashioning world      3- world trends   4- tech trends

Observation: In case you don’t know some of them ask your teacher 

for help:
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From:https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.linkedin.and

roid&hl=pt_BR 

 

 

 

 

From: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Snapchat_logo.svg 

 

 

 

 

From : http://www.ceec.uitp.org/twitter 

 

 

 

 

From: https://www.dpreview.com/news/2505830214/instagram-gets-a-
new-look 

 

 

 

 

NAME: 
_______________________________ 

YOU CAN....: 
________________________________ 

________________________________

____ 

 

_______ 

 

 

 

 

NAME: 
_______________________________ 

YOU CAN....: 
_______________________________
_ 

_______________________________

_____ 

 

_______ 

 

 

 

 

NAME: 
_______________________________ 

YOU CAN....: 
_______________________________
_ 

_______________________________

NAME: 
_______________________________ 

YOU CAN....: 
_______________________________
_ 

_______________________________Vocabulary (Pre-reading task 2) – Look at the following 
words/expressions from the next texts and try to predict the 
words’ meaning on column 1 based on their real meaning on 
column 2:

Column 1:
1- (       ) bursting
2- (       ) whirl
3- (       ) billboard
4- (       ) catwalk
5- (       ) joyous
6- (       ) break through 
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Column 2:
A) An important and sudden advance, etc., as in science, that 
removes a barrier to progress.

B) a narrow walkway, esp. one high above the surrounding area.

C) joyful; happy; jubilant:

D) to (cause to) break, or fly apart suddenly: to give sudden 
expression to a feeling: to come forth suddenly and with force or 
impact:

E) to (cause to) turn around or aside very fast, or to spin quickly

F) a flat surface on which large advertisements or notices are 
posted; a flat surface or board, usually outdoors, on which large 
advertisements or notices are posted.

Meaning of the words available at:

www.wordreference.com



So now, you will read to two reports about “2018 Trends” then 

you’ll have some activities about both of them: (Reading moment) 

From: https://www.marieclaire.co.uk/fashion/summer-fashion-trends-2018-553795

TEXT 2:

TEXT 1
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From : www.mn2s.com/news/features/biggest-music-trends-2018/

Plugging myself to the text (Text Comprehension)

Answer to the following open-ended questions 
which are all related to the texts you’ve just read:

I. What’s one purpose of both of the texts?

__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

II. Where was this text extracted from? Was it
taken from paper books? The Internet? Or any other
source? Where would you find texts like these?
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

GLOSSARY – THE 
WORDS I DON’T KNOW:

Venue
The place where something
happens, especially an
organized event such as a
concert, conference, or
sports competition.
Adapted from:
https://en.oxforddictionaries.
com/definition/venue
Skyrocket
As a NOUN - A rocket 
designed to explode high in 
the air as a signal or 
firework.
As aVERB - informal 

(of a price, rate, or amount) 
increase very steeply or 
rapidly.
‘the cost of the welfare 

system has skyrocketed’

https://en.oxforddictionaries.
com/definition/skyrocket
Yummy –

As an ADJECTIVE
informal 1.(of food) 
delicious.
‘yummy cream cakes’
1.1 Highly attractive and
desirable.‘ Adapted from
https://en.oxforddictionaries.
com/definition/yummy
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Checking Text Comprehension: Check (T) true oir (F) false to the
affirmatives below:

(    ) Both of texts bring about the new trends we’re having for 2018.
(    ) One of the texts talk about some trends we had in the past.
(    ) Music and Arts are two of the fields to bring new trends for 2018 
according to both of the texts.
(    ) According to text 2, bigger promoters will get their independence
in 2018 and this will become a trend from now on. 
(    ) The Vinyl’s industry will crash down according to text number 2.
(    ) On text 1, Paris Fashion Week is mentioned as one of the events
that are about to disappear in 2018.
(    ) According to text 2, a trend for artists in general is to release new 
albums and singles without no warning.
(    ) We can say the first text is about trends about to be happening in 
the world of fashioning, and the second text it’s about the trends in the 

world of music in 2018.

*** Justify the FALSE answers!!!

Plugging my brain to my friends and the text’s ideas: 

(Post-reading activity)
You’ll be firstly given a small-talk activity and, in pairs, or in

groups of 4, you’ll discuss about one of the trends mentioned on the
texts:

To help you:

* How this trend can affect on people’s behavior; The contributions 
this trend can offer to the world; The reasons people would follow this 
trend; etc… 

Afterwards – Light, shoot, action! (Final activity for Reading) 

Now, after the discussion you’ve just had with your group you’re

going to prepare a tv show like a News program to present to the
whole class a  report with the most important trends for 2018. 

* Search on the Internet about more trends that are coming up.

• Interview other classmates to get to know their trends to report.

• Prepare an oral presentation with fun costumes. Be creative! 50



OPTIONAL TRENDS YOU CAN USE ON THE NEWS PROGRAM:

* Tech Trends
* World trends
* Labor place trends       
* Gaming world
* Fashioning

IMAGES TAKEN FROM:
https://www.amazon.com/Trends-International-World-Poster-22-375/dp/B00JZ8TH0M

https://thefinchandpea.com/2014/03/19/the-art-of-science-fashioning-cancer/

https://www.gamespew.com/2018/04/the-gaming-industry-trends-we-expect-to-see-in-2018/

https://br.pinterest.com/pin/499758889891180820/?lp=true

https://www.hotelmanagement.net/tech/what-are-top-5-tech-trends-for-2017

Plug me to pencil and paper 
(Understanding the genre)

The texts we’ve just explored were part of a written/oral
genre called report. Do you know what an event report is? Have you
ever heard this word report before? Can you explain what it meant by
the moment?
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
•Observation: In case you don’t, use your cellphone and search on 

the Internet for its meaning. Then, check answers with your teacher.

Writing some ideas... (Pre-reading task)

Complete the diagrams on the next page by chosing 3
diferente important TRENDS to our world nowadays by searching on
the Internet 3 pieces of factual information .about each one of them:

• KEEP IN MIND -> One of them you may use on your final
REPORT in this section of the book.

• You can talk about all the trends we’ve seen along this unit, or
even any other one you find interesting to mention,know more
about it.
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INFO1:
_______________________
_______________________

TREND 1
________________________
________________________
_______________________
________________________

TREND 3 :

INFO 2:
_______________________
_______________________

INFO 3:
_______________________
_______________________

TREND 2
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________

TREND 3
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________

INFO1:
_______________________
_______________________

INFO1:
_______________________
_______________________

INFO 2:
_______________________
_______________________

INFO 2:
_______________________
_______________________

INFO 3:
_______________________
_______________________

INFO 3:
_______________________
_______________________
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Ready to practise:

Now, to complete our learning about THE WRITING
REPORT you are encouraged to produce a real report keeping
in mind that: (Follow this ready made sample)

From: https://ndla.no/en/node/53190?fag=42

For you to organize your report: (To help you to organize)

From: https://ndla.no/en/node/53190?fag=42

On your report you can:

• Talk about events that have happened in your city and how

they happen now.

• Talk about the same events that happen in the world 

nowadays and how they used to be in the past.

• Talk about a TREND that people used to follow and how

it changed now or even if there’s another similar one.
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Final Step – (Post-writing task)
Wow! Perfect job! You’ve finished to produce your

report, and you are now invited to go to
http://makemyreport.com and with your teacher’s help you’ll

start making a daily report from your learning and progress
in the English classes and with all your language skills
(listening/ reading/ writing/ speaking) till the end of the
semester. On the last day, the teacher will set a board with
some pieces of your reports and your friend’s so that people
in the school will observe how you progressed! So work
hard!
Observation: Your teacher will also post the best reports
on the school webpage!
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Plug me to the language (Working with Grammar)

* Look at the following examples extracted from both texts of
the Unit:
“ The Fashion Month dust has settled…”

“… we’ve finally emptied out our cases from Paris Fashion
Week
“We’ve done our Spring Summer 2018 fashion trends
research…”

“…musicians have doubled down on live performances in recent
years…”

“ Major artists have lined up sellout tours for the summer.”
“ The costs of big name talent have skyrocketed…”

* Now, analyze the following items and check the ones you
agree with:
The underlined words imply on:
( ) near future events
( ) finished events
( ) possible events that happened and keep happening.

To all sentences:
( ) we have people reporting events which started in a certain
moment and still go on .
( ) we have important events held by famous people that
finished in the first semester of 2017.
( ) we have people talking about events that are about to
happen in the following years.

Consider now the following examples:
Students have studied… for their final exams ; She has done her
homework quickly; I have never tried Chinese food…; Queen
Elizabeth has always governed according to the honesty and
loyalty…

Check the options that could substitute the underlined words:
( ) gone; played; drunken; positioned
( ) prepared, finished, eaten, acted
( ) partied, prepared, gotten, betrayed
( ) written, started, made, behaved
( ) enjoyed, destroyed, taken, cried

We can say in the Present Perfect after HAVE we have:
(       ) the participle of the verbs  (     ) the past form of the verbs 55



TREND HAVE DONE IT! HAVEN’T DONE  IT 

YET…

HAVE NEVER THOUGHT 

ABOUT IT…

Have you ever changed your

clothes according to the

season of the moment?

Have you ever considered

playing the new horror 5D

games?

Have you ever gotten

yourself listening to the hits

of the moment?

Have you ever wondered 

why our currency is so 

unevaluated nowadays?

Have you ever 

_________________________

_________________________

____?(MAKE UP YOUR 

OWN QUESTION)

Check true (T) or false (F):

We can finally say about the Present Perfect:
( ) Its auxiliary verb is TO HAVE.
( ) After have verbs must come in the participle form.
( ) It’s always used to talk finished actions that happened a
very long time ago .
( ) It’s applicable to situations started in a near past that
still happen in the current moment or not.
( ) Pretty much explains the events that will happen in the
future.

 PAIRWORK – With a partner take the following
questionnaire about some trends by asking to him/her the
questions below. Report answers to the class.

 PLUG LANGUAGE TO FUN – PLAYING THE HAVE YOU EVER…? GAME.

In the next page of your book you’ll have this board game about HAVE YOU EVER…? So roll the dices and have
fun.

INSTRUCTIONS:
• With a partner roll 2 dices, and look at the combination you’ve got.
• Ask the corresponding question to your friend according to the numbers you’ve got from the dices.
• If possible, make up one more question related to the first one your friend just answered.
• Have fun!

Have you ever …?
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Have you ever … 

 

 

      

 

CREATE 

YOUR OWN 

QUESTION  

Never... 

Have you ever 

participated 

in a surprise 

party ? 

Have you ever 

been on TV? 

Have you ever 

broken any 

part of your 

body? 

This summer... 

 

Have you ever 

cheated on 

test? 

Have you ever 

driven a sport 

car ? 

Have you ever 

eaten frog's 

legs ? 

Have you ever 

sung in the 

shower? 

This year... 

CREATE 

YOUR OWN 

QUESTION 

 

Today ... 

Have you ever 

forgotten 

about your 

wife's 

birthday? 

CREATE 

YOUR OWN 

QUESTION 

Have you ever 

ridden           

a horse? 

Have you ever 

tried 

windsurfing? 

Have you ever 

stolen 

anything? 

 

Have you ever 

met anybody 

famous? 

CREATE 

YOUR OWN 

QUESTION 

This week... 

Have you ever 

recieved        

a present you 

did not like? 

Have you ever 

slept in           

a tent? 

Recently... 

 

Today in 

english class I 

have ... 

Have you ever 

swum in the 

ocean? 

Have you ever 

cooked 

Chinese food? 

Have you ever 

recieved a 

Valentine's 

day card? 

CREATE 

YOUR OWN 

QUESTION 

Have you ever 

given a lift to 

a stranger ?  

 

Lately ... 

Have you ever 

practised 

extreme 

sports? 

Have you ever 

sung karaoke? 

CREATE 

YOUR OWN 

QUESTION 

This month... 
Have you ever 

hitchhiked? 

 
From: https://en.islcollective.com/download/printables/worksheets_doc_docx/have_you_ever/present-perfect-
simple/99826

Plug my earphones to my listening
Plugging ideas to the listening/video:

 Predict what the following images mean by matching them to 
the options right next to them:
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1)                                                                    2)  

 

 

 

 

 

3)                                                                     4)  

 

 

 

        

 

      5)                                    6)  

https://realbusiness.co.uk/tech-and-innovation/2017/12

/21/demand-robotics-robots-just-want-loved/ 

 

 

 

https://edition.cnn.com/2017/03/20/us/immigrants-catholic-
charities-legal-advice/index.html 

 

 

 

https://kottke.org/15/01/the-us-border-is-100-miles-wide 

 

 

https://robohub.org/envisioning-the-future-of-robotics/ 

 

https://geneticliteracyproject.org/2016/09/07/lack-data-
people-color-marring-ancestry-reports-23andme/ 

 

 

http://workinginpeelhalton.com/statistics-canada-labour-
force-survey-apr 
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 Talking time - Check answers about this first part and 
in pairs discuss in groups of three if you agree with 
what has been said until now by both  – Try to point 
out:

* What the first woman mentions about robotics and how it’s

been seen so far and your agreement/ disagreement about it.

* The arguments the man presents about immigration and your 
own concerns and beliefs toward it.

NOTE: After 5 minutes’ discussion your teacher will elicit 

some of the arguments from your group for a small debate 
with the whole class.

GOING AHEAD – Thinking about this 1st part of the video
and the specialist’s profiles: Who do you think they are, what
do they do and what are they going to tell us next? Check all
the possibilities you think you’ll be seeing next in the video.
( ) She may be a futurist woman who talks about the trends for the
future and he may be a person who works with demographic sense.
They’ll tell us a bit more on what to what to expect from a near future.

( ) She might be a professor who talks about the fashioning trends
on the catwalks he may be a demographer who works by measuring
population growth. They’ll tell us a bit more on what to what to
expect on both Fashioning and Citizen’s Worlds in 2030.

( ) She may be a futurist woman who owns a robotics company in
the U.S. and he may be an engineer who works with measuring the
length of important places. They’ll tell us a bit more on what
products/building styles are coming up in the general marketing.

( ) She may own a futurist company who thinks about the future
trends and he might be a demographer who worries about the
situations involving population growth, immigration and so on.
They’ll tell us about what to expect for a very near future.

 Now, watch/ listen to the second part of the video  and 
check if your previous answers were right or not. (from 
01:09 – 05:10)

Source - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8wx3YxFYWtM

 Now, listen/ watch again to the 2nd part and answer the 
following questions about it:
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GLOBALIZATION AND HOW IT HAS AFFECTED OUR WORLD

THE REVOLUTIONS WE HAVE FACED TILL NOW AND THEIR IMPACTS

REGARD THE IMPORTANCE OF HAVING SOME TRENDS TO CHANGE PEOPLE’S 

MIND AND THOUGHTS TOWARD THINGS.

VISUAL TRENDS: FOOLISH STUFF OR A WAY TO EMPOWER PEOPLE?

GAMING TRENDS AND TECH WORLD: WILL THEY STAY?

1- What does Faith and her business do to people ? 
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

2- What did Faith mean by saying “I think humans and robots are gonna merge so
quickly, because they’ve already merged, so it’s the past, not the future”?

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
3- What’s the main problem William states about the “borders” from the U.S.?
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

4- What are William’s thoughts about the future of both immigration and the border’s 

to each country ? 
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

5- For you to think: Do you agree with both of the expected trends mentioned on the
video? What do you have to say about what they have said involving robotics and
immigrations? What are your concerns about these topics?
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

PLUGGING ALL TOGETHER – Now, in groups of 5 people you are invited to
make a MONKEY SURVEY on the internet, to do it you’ll go to the following
website: https://surveymonkey.com/ to collect information from your classmates
about some important trends they notice we have had in the past and the ones they
expect us to have in a near future in order to improve our life quality.

•On your survey you can come up with questions like:
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Plugging my speaking to the others around me!
Let’s prepare for a presentation?

(Activity about speaking and integrating the Unit)

Well, we’ve learned lots of things along the Unit, we’ve worked with TRENDS for
future, we’ve considered their good and bad aspects and we’ve also discussed about
how the past was and what the future holds to all of us .
Now, firstly you’ll be invited to apply the following questionnaire to one of your family
members at home or one of your teachers at school.
Secondly, after you’ve applied the questionnaire to your family member or one of your
teachers, you will prepare a short presentation of the pieces of information you’ve got
from the person. Don’t forget to:

•Briefly introduce the person you’ve interviewed;
•Talk about his/her answers;
•Talk about the importance this person has given or gives to trends nowadays.
•Present your own opinion on how trends are affecting people’s lifes;

•YOU CAN ALSO: Open your social networking site and show the person to your
colleagues as a way to interact more with the class.
EXTRA PLUG: While you are presenting try to report the changes from the person’s

opinion by using the LANGUAGE CONTENT from the Unit “Mary has said that…. /
she has also stated that…)
NOTE :Only make notes of key-words to remember answers TO PRESENT
YOUR WORK TO THE WHOLE CLASS.
* Take notes from the answers by writing in them in the questionnaire:

ARE YOU A TREND FOLLOWER?

QUESTIONS NOTES BOARD

What’s a trend for you?

Do you follow any fashioning

trends? Why? Why not?

Which trend do you believe

people are following now?

What you consider when to

start following a new trend?

(Ex I consider if I can upload

photos)

Do you really believe trends

can impact on our life quality?

Why’s that?

Are there any important trends

growing up that you find

important to mention? What

are they about?

Have you ever started 

following a trend without 

noticing it? What was it?

Can you please give us an idea of

a new trend that could up to help 

your world to be better? Have

you thought about it before?
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GETTING 
CONNECTED TO 

OUR BOOK
NAME OF SECTION FUNCTION

GETTING PLUGGED TO 
THE CONTENT

This is the opening section of
our book, so it’s a brief moment
for engaging our students to the
content they are about to learn.

SURVEY TIME/ 
QUESTIONNAIRE MOMENT 
(DEPENDS ON THE BOOK 
LEVEL)

On this section, our student is
engaged to start by himself or in 
pars to think a bit more deeply
about the content awaiting for 
him along the Unit. 

BRAINSTORMING IDEAS This is an oral activity reflecting
upon the results generated by the
survey, questionnaire which can
lead our Students to starting
debating ideas about what they’ll

be studying during the Unit.

PLUG ME TO A GOOD 
READING

As the name indicates this is the
section of the book dedicated to
the improvement of our Ss.
reading skills as well as text
comprehension and a
preparation for our writing
moment further.

BEFORE YOU MOVE ON! This part indicates a vocabulary
exercise is about to come up to
engage our Ss. on their reading. 

VOCABULARY (EXERCISE) 
( NAME ALSO DEPENDS ON 
THE BOOK LEVEL)

This is a pre-reading acitvity with
a few words/expressions related
to the text, so that our ss get even
more engaged to the reading part.

EXTRA PG 1



NAME OF SECTION FUNCTION

IT’S TEXT TIME! IT’S TIME TO LET OUR Ss
READ the Unit’s text and find
out why we are teaching them
that content. This is the heart of
our Unit and all the other skills
will be worked along our Unit
considering the content of this
text, its vocabulary, its genre (for
the writing part), the issue being
discussed (pretty much connected
to the listening section, the
listening choice, the vídeos
included on that part).Further, the
speaking, language and
vocabulary tasks from our Unit
will be connected to our text too.

PLUGGING MYSELF TO 
THE TEXT 

This is a group of text
comprehension activities for our
Ss. To express their real
understanding toward the text
ideas and get ready for the post-
reading activity.

PLUGGING MY BRAIN TO 
MY FRIENDS AND THE 
TEXT’S IDEAS

This is the post-reading activity, 
which Works as a small-talk
between 2 or more Ss. It’s a 
moment for the Ss to activate the
knowledge they’ve got from our
text and have a real practise with
the ideas from the text, rising
their criticism and power to
reflect upon the content studied, 
as long as how it can affect his
own life.   

EXTRA PG 2



NAME OF SECTION FUNCTION

PLUG ME TO PENCIL AND 
PAPER

As the name indicates this is the
section of the book dedicated to
the improvement of our Ss.
WRITING skills as well as an
opportunity for the Ss to
understand better the genre
they’ve just studied, where it
comes from, where it can be
found, how important it is and
how it works.
Obs: This part usually starts
with a brainstorming question
surrounding the Ss pre
knowledge and prediction
power toward the text genre
they are going to explore on
this part of the book.

WRITING SOME IDEAS This is a pre-writing activity to
engage our Ss to start drawing
and organizing some of his ideas
as well as activate our Ss
knowledge and motivate him to
produce his final work, which is a
text based on the genre explored
by the Unit.

READY TO PRACTICE! This is the real writing acitivity
in which the Ss are going to work
with the Unit’s text genre, 
produce a text using that genre, 
following some guidelines given
in the Ss. book and surely count
on the teacher’s help while they
make their productions.
Obs: Guarantee this activity to be
held in class once Ss will need
special care and attention not to
produce something different from
the genre they’ve just studied, nor
missunderstand what they have to
do and the content they have to
mention on their productions.  
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NAME OF SECTION FUNCTION

FINAL STEP (FOR 
WRITING) (NAME ALSO 
DEPENDS ON THE BOOK 
LEVEL)

This is the last part of our section
dedicated to WRITING and work
as a post-activity to enhance the
Ss engagement, compensate them
for their hard work and motivate
them to go on. It’s a practical
acitvity likend to their writing
productions that must be
somehow exposed to others (once
Ss feel motivated when they
know there’s a purpose on what
they are doing) and also offer
further and real practise with the
genre the Ss learned. It’s a way to
connect the book content, and its
writing part to real life context.

PLUG ME TO THE 
LANGUAGE

This is the part of our Unit
dedicated to LANGUAGE
AWERENESS and to explore
some gramar content which
was mentioned on our main
from the Unit, and MUST BE
TAUGHT following the
inductive grammar teaching
approach.
(OFFERING GREAT
AMOUNT OF EXAMPLES,
LETTING SS REFLECTING
UPON THEM, INDUCING
IDEAS AND BUILDING
KNOWLEDGE ABOUT IT,
UNDERSTANDING THE
WHAT FOR TO THIS
LANGUAGE CONTENT AND
LASTLY HOW ITS
STRUCTURE WORKS.)
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NAME OF SECTION FUNCTION

PAIRWORK ACTIVITY (IN THE 
LANGUAGE SECTION)

This is an activation on the Ss
knowledge toward the language
content he has just learned. It’s a way
to offer practise throughout interaction
with other classmates so that they can
help each other to solve some
missunderstandings toward the
grammar, raise awereness on the
importance this content has to their
learning and how it’s applied for real
communicative situations

PLUGGING LANGUAGE TO 
FUN!

It’s game time! Once gramar can be
seen as tough part of learning a new
language, it’s Always good to have a
post-activity envolving the joy of
learning a new structure and so this
part is very important because not
only our Ss can assimilate better the
content throughout a game, but also
is an offer to real practise with the
new structure Sss have just learned.

PLUG MY EARPHONES TO MY 
LISTENING

As the name indicates this is the
section of the book dedicated to the
improvement of our Ss.
LISTENING skills as well as an
opportunity for the Ss to understand
better the spoken language, at some
points to improve their
pronunciation and raise up their
accuracy and fluency.
Obs: This part usually starts with a
pre-activity related to the
vocabulary the “media” is going to
explore (it can be an audio, a video,
part of a movie...), then it comes a
mix up of comprehension exercises
and prediction tasks (to keep the Ss
engaged to this part) about the
chosen media , then as a post-
activity there is always a dynamic, a
questionnaire for the students to
interact with others regarding to the
content explored on the chosen
media to guarantee they
comprehended well the messages
inside of the audios, videos used in
this part.
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UNDERSTANDING THE VIDEO This part is a mixed of T/F
questions, prediction tasks about
the video content and
comprehension questions about
has been seen so far on the
videos, audios from the Unit.

TALKING TIME AND GOING 
AHEAD SECTIONS

These parts are also mixed of
T/F questions, prediction tasks
about the video content and
comprehension questions about
has been seen so far on the
videos, audios from the Unit.
Futher, they offer speaking
pratise the audios/videos ideas
expressed on them.

This part indicates a vocabulary
exercise is about to come up to
engage our Ss. on their reading. 

NAME OF SECTION FUNCTION

EXTRA SECTION – GETTING 
PLUGED TO NEW SOUNDS (NOT 
ALL VERSIONS FROM THE 
CONNET ME COLLECTION 
INCLUDE THIS PART!) – IT GOES 
TILL A2 BOOKS ONLY!

Whenever you see this section is our
book you can be quitely sure it is
about some phonological aspect from
our listening part that is being taken
apart to be explored in phonetics to
improve pronunciation, accuracy and
even fluency in the spoken language

PLUGGING MY SPEAKING TO 
THE OTHERS AROUND ME 

This is usually the final section of our
books and they come up with the
proposal to offer further spoken
pratise to the content explored along
the Unit and worked out within the
other abilities and skills. It works as a
final production which pretty
integrates all the sections and ususally
generates the results absorbed from
the studied content by our students
and give us a final notion on what the
students really learned, understood
and would be able to apply on their
real lifes and in their learning
language progress.
This part usually works and brings Ss
the challenge to prepare for a
presentation envolving everything
they’ve learned, and usually a person
who is familiar to them whose
answers are going to contribuite for
the Ss final presentation.
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PLUGGING ANSWERS

65

This is not a simple “Guess the meaning” activity. Engage
your Ss not only to read the meanings shown above, but also
start thinking on the Unit’s content, once this first part is
pretty much made with this purpose. 

Suggestion: Bring some images or flash cards related to the
topic and let Ss predict what they are about to study and see
along the Unit as well as reflect upon the importance of it to
their communicative skills and real life context.

Unit’s CONTENT: TRENDS (TRY  TO EXPLORE AS MOST AS YOU 
CAN ON THIS FIELD!) 



PLUGGING ANSWERS
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Now that your Ss are aware on what they are going to study
along the Unit, this second activity will activitate their
previous knowledge and interests to learning the content.
So, firstly let your Ss think about the PLUGGING IDEAS TASK,
then quickly debate with the whole class about it.
Secondly, ask students to pair-up and interview each other
with questions about the Unit’s topic: TRENDS.

Final Step- Now that students have interviewed
their mates, they are going to get the answers and measure
them with hand-made graphics on the most popular trends
in class, to their families, and so on. Motivate Ss by saying
you’re going to held na exposition with their graphics to the
whole school see their works.
MOST OF THE ANSWERS FOR THIS PART ARE PERSONAL!

PERSONAL ANSWERS
SUGGESTIONS: When I was... I used to...

PERSONAL 
ANSWERS



PLUGGING ANSWERS
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Here we have another moment which was built to enhance Ss
engagement to learning the content and prepare them for the
reading.
The first activity can be used to expand the vocabulary related
to the content from the texts of the READING SECTION, the
next one on our book.
The second activity guarantees your student will feel engaged
for the Reading part by learning a few words and their
meanings, all these words are on the next texts.
Ask your Ss to analyze carefully the images and predict what
they intend to mean, do not give Ss the answers, let them
reflect then when you believe they are done start correcting.
Then, let Ss guess the meaning of some other words.
SUGGESTION: BRING MORE IMAGES RELATED TO THE MAIN
TEXT, SO SS WILL FEEL EVEN MORE ENGAGED TO READ AND
EXPLORE THE TEXT.

2- fashioning world 1- current hits

4- tech trends 3- world trends

C

E
D

B

A

F



PLUGGING ANSWERS
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This is a crucial moment for your Ss once as I have just
mentioned on the “GETTING PLUGED TO THE BOOK” section,
it is the heart of our Unit, so ask Ss to read the text by
themselves even if they do not know all the words (which will
probably happen). Be ready to solve Ss doubts on some
meanings after their Reading moment.
At the end if you find it important, hold a group reading from
the text in order to check spelling, pronunciation and interact
with the whole group.

IMPORTANT: Ss must read these texts! Otherwise, they will
not be able to achieve correctly the other following parts, nor
will feel engaged to learning the content from the left part.



PLUGGING ANSWERS
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Now Ss have just read the text and this time they will reflect
upon its ideas, but also get to know more about the text
genre they will have to explore on the PLUG ME TO PENCIL
AND PAPER section, the next one in our book.

IMPORTANT: Ss must have clear notion on where these texts
were taken, where they are found, what they are reporting.
Once this is the genre we are about to work with them on the
writing section: The report

Answers can varry at this moment, but they can include: 
To inform about some trends for 2018. Report some current
trends. Announce some trends that will come up soon in the
music marketing. Discuss about trends on the fashioning
world and the music world. 

It’s a text extracted from the Internet!
POSSIBLE ANSWERS TO THE LAST QUESTION :
You could find texts like these on the web, on online magazines and
newspapers, on some online blogs.... 



PLUGGING ANSWERS
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Students then will be given a T or F task related to text
comprehension; after they’re done make corrections with
class.

Secondly, our post reading activity is divided in two parts:
The first one is about Ss holding a free conversation about
the trends discussed on the text, if they like, if they don’t, if
they follow these trends, if they believe them and so on...
Then, as the most important task for this part engage
students to work in groups and simulate a tv show program,
like a news program or a quizz show in which they’ll role-play
and dramatize the discussion about these future TRENDS for
2018 they’ve just read on the texts.
If possible, present their role-playings to other classes at
school.

T
F

T

F
F

F

T

F
Music and Fashioning…

smaller promoters

Is mentioned as an important event to 
release trends for 2018…

grow up



PLUGGING ANSWERS
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Make sure Ss can have access to the Internet to before
starting the “PLUG ME TO PENCIL AND PAPER” section. This is
the moment they will get familiar with the text genre they wil
be producing at the end of this part of the book. So, firstly
brainstorm some possible ideas with your Ss on what they
believe a report is. Some of them can also come up with
similar words and meanings, like reporter, reportage, which
will in fact help them to get what a report is.

NOTE: After this quick brainstorming, let’s start our hands on
work! Let’s go to the next page...

ANSWERS CAN VARRY BUT THEY MAY INCLUDE:
IT’S A TEXT MADE WITH SOME PIECES OF FACTUAL INFORMATION USED TO TELL US 
ABOUT AN SPECIFIC EVENT THAT HAS BEEN OCCURING.../ HAS OCCURED... / 
OCCURED IN THE PAST..../ WILL COME UP...



PLUGGING ANSWERS
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This is the moment Ss will start drawing some ideas on their
final writing production. So make sure they are now clearly
secure on what they have to do in this exercise, otherwise
they won’t be able to produce the final writing.

NOTE: Ask Ss to look for factual information on the Internet
about 3 important trends happening in our world CURRENTLY
so that content will have relevance to them and they will feel
engaged to produce it!

SS PERSONAL 
ANSWERS

SS PERSONAL 
ANSWERS

SS PERSONAL 
ANSWERS

SS PERSONAL 
ANSWERS

SS PERSONAL 
ANSWERS

SS PERSONAL 
ANSWERS

SS PERSONAL 
ANSWERS

SS PERSONAL 
ANSWERS

SS PERSONAL 
ANSWERS

SS PERSONAL 
ANSWERS

SS PERSONAL 
ANSWERS

SS PERSONAL 
ANSWERS



PLUGGING ANSWERS
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Once they are now working with real information, not just
ideas they have. This part was made to help our Ss to
understand even better what they will have to produce as
their final writing.

NOTE: Make sure Ss read this part to understand better what
the event report is, how it works and what it must inform to
others.



PLUGGING ANSWERS
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This is the final production for the writing part with the
EVENT REPORT. As soon as the finish you can not only correct
their texts, but have a moment to elicit some of them and
discuss to the whole class.
Right next, as a post-writing activity Ss will be asked to keep a
daily report on their learning of the language and you must
guarantee them at the end of the year/semestre some of
their production will be exposed to the whole school.

NOTE: Exposing their works not only will build confidence on
them, but also inspiration and motivation to keep updating
their report about their progress on the learning day by day.



PLUGGING ANSWERS
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This part is the LANGUAGE STRUCTURE SECTION of our book
(well-known as grammar), and it’s dedicated to teach our Ss
some new structure which was presented in the text they
read along the Unit. (FROM MEANING -> FORM)
MAKE SURE and GIVE YOUR SS enough time for them to read
and analyze the examples, because they are the main source
for them to build real knowledge toward the new grammar
content. Do not tell them rules, let them guess each one by
completing the proposed tasks.

IMPORTANT: In our book GRAMMAR is not TAUGHT following the
traditional approaches. So let your Ss induct how the structure
works and mainly why it is important for their communicate skills
(When are they going to use this structure? For which contexts do
we apply it while talking?)

x

x

x

x

x
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The PAIRWORK moment will guarantee they activate the new
structure they have just learned and will provide them a
further practise with it throughout interaction with others,
and will also offer production from them so that you as a
teacher will have just to monitor the activity without keeping
explaining rules, charts, and repeating the same old stuff.
Finally, Ss will play a game in which they wil be able to
Interact with the new structure and have fun with it.

SUGGESTION: YOU CAN BRING MORE GAMES LIKE THE ONE
SUGGESTED BY THE BOOK TO OFFER EVEN MORE PRACTISE TO
YOUR STUDENTS!

T
T

F

F

T

SS 
PERSONAL 
ANSWERS
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It’s time to pairup Ss and have fun with the new structure
they have just learned!

SUGGESTION: Try to separate a class for only doing this! So Ss will
see the language a meaningful way to have fun and expand
knowledge the same time.

The following class start the LISTENING part with them, which
requires lots of concentration and a calm environment to be
fruitful to you and your Ss.
SUGGESTION: Take your Ss to a movie room (in case you have), ask
them to bring some popcorn and soda (in a way they feel they like
they are the movies), go slowly and flowly to guarantee a real
learning from this part.
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First, let your Ss predict (as a pre activity or a warm-up one)
the vocabulary they are about to find on the listening
moment.

Then, on the UNDERSTANDING THE VIDEO section Ss are
going to complete some tasks related to the video and
activate their understanding from the video’s ideas

SUGGESTION: Play the whole video so students will have a notion
on what they are going to discuss further, then go back and play it
again step by step as suggested in each one of the exercises.

1

56

2 4
3

T

F

T

F

F
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TALKING TIME is a moment to let your students activate their
knowledge about the issue being discussed, it is a way not to
stay stucked in a same kind of activity to let Ss get bored and
distracted and also it is a motivation to the GOING AHEAD
moment so that Ss will understand the importance of what
has been discussed on the video and apply that on their own
learning and to their real life.

SUGGESTION: On the GOING AHEAD moment, in the first question,
you can ask Ss to make some drawings about what they believe to
be the “FUTURE OCCUPATIONS” or even how some OCCUPATIONS
HAVE CHANGED ALONG THE YEARS. Then you go back to the other
tasks....

X

X



PLUGGING ANSWERS
VIDEO TRANSCIPTION

V1

Which trends will affect our lives in the future | The Economist
Adapted from : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8wx3YxFYWtM

FIRST PART
00:00
I think humans and robots are going to
00:15
merge so quickly because they've already
00:19
merged to pass not the future when we
00:25
get to 2026 a lot of this discussion
00:29
about should we have immigrants should
00:30
we not have immigrants in the United
00:32
States that will all be by the board's
00:36
at some moment the this intense pressure
00:40
on the center of the city will reach a
00:43
tipping point

SECOND PART
01:09
faith popcorns brain reserve and what we
01:12
do is help the fortune 200 see what's
01:16
coming and do applied futurism what
01:20
should they do about it how should they
01:22
anticipate it
01:30
we do deep interviews or interviewing on
01:33
a know 10 15 thousand people a year one
01:36
on one interviews different segments
01:38
Millennials you know ethnic groups
01:41
whatever it is that interests us or
01:43
interests our clients and then we find



PLUGGING ANSWERS
VIDEO TRANSCIPTION

V2

Which trends will affect our lives in the future | The Economist
Adapted from : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8wx3YxFYWtM

01:43
interests our clients and then we find
01:45
out how they're feeling and what they're
01:46
doing and what they're buying and that
01:48
lets us predict and project it almost
01:52
almost talks to you tells you this is
01:55
going to happen I think humans and
02:04
robots are going to merge so quickly
02:07
because they've already merged surpass
02:10
not the future we already are merged
02:12
with our telephone you see like wits
02:15
we're merged we can't live without it we
02:17
get nervous and sweaty if we don't have
02:19
it the thing the difference is in the
02:22
future it's not going to be like this
02:23
it's just going to be inside just has to
02:25
go a little further a little further
02:28
until we're 1/2 and 1/2 or 3/4 1/4
02:34
I think it's very easy to see the future
02:37
of humanity is robotic because
02:39
everything we're developing is in some
02:43
way electronic everything a replaced
02:47
heart replaced long a replaced knee a
02:50
replaced cornea it just has to go a



PLUGGING ANSWERS
VIDEO TRANSCIPTION

V3

Which trends will affect our lives in the future | The Economist
Adapted from : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8wx3YxFYWtM

02:53
little little bit further you know I
02:55
want to speak French so I'm going to
02:57
friends so give me a chip I'll put it in
02:59
I'll just rent it because too expensive
03:00
to buy I don't need it forever just want
03:02
to go there okay I speak French you're
03:05
not gonna have to worry oh my knee hurts
03:07
my back hurts come in and get a new
03:09
spine you'll be out in an hour
03:11
they'll have caretakers that it will
03:12
bounce and then on and on
03:18
sometimes you report a correct future
03:21
that people don't want to hear and they
03:24
get angry they get upset they yell at
03:27
you we work for Kodak and our assignment
03:36
was the future of film so we went back
03:39
and we went through our process our
03:41
talent Bank our trend bank you know
03:42
brains from everything come back and we
03:45
say the future of film is digital film
03:48
is over and they said we didn't hire you
03:52
to tell us it's over film is over we
03:57
hired you to tell us the future of film



PLUGGING ANSWERS
VIDEO TRANSCIPTION

V4

Which trends will affect our lives in the future | The Economist
Adapted from : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8wx3YxFYWtM

03:59
and they say you are fired
04:05
we're a little upset but the future of
04:09
film is digital just like the future of
04:12
young humanity is robotic
04:16
you
04:33
people in the United States are always
04:35
talking about putting walls on the
04:37
borders between Mexico and the United
04:39
States we here in Europe especially with
04:42
the recent refugee movement designs to
04:45
put borders across some countries so
04:47
that emergence can't commit I think
04:52
that's going to change in the future
04:54
all of these developed countries are
04:56
going to be part of a much more fluid
04:58
global economy much more fluid workforce
05:00
there certainly has to be regulation no
05:03
question about that
05:04
but the idea that you know every country
05:08
can have its own borders and they're a
05:10
self-contained economic and political
05:12
unit people we look 10 20 years down the
05:15
road that kind of idea is going to start
05:17
fading into the background all
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ANSWERS CAN VARRY BUT THEY MAY INCLUDE: They interview people and
check out what they expect the future to become and the future trends to be...

ANSWERS CAN ALSO VARRY BUT THEY MAY INCLUDE: She wanted to tell
us this discussion is not new / technology is so important that it’s getting bigger… 

PERSONAL ANSWERS FROM SS

ANSWERS MUST CONSIDER/MENTION the immigrants . 
If they should/souldn’t be in the .U.S.

ANSWER CAN VARRY, BUT THEY MAY INCLUDE: This idea of having borders
on each country will fade away, disappear, and about the immigration it will
become something well seen and regular to happen.

Here we find a deep exploration from the content on the video/audio
and the final activity “5” it is a way to let our students reflect upon
what has been watched on the video, the ideas the video explored
and how they can directly interfere on our real life as well as rise
criticism on our students minds and let them to understand the
importance on what they are learning/ seeing in this section of the
book.

PLUGING ALL TOGETHER – It’s a moment to let Ss produce something
and enhance their engagement on the learning, and also guarantee
some interaction among them, the content itself and the relevance
on what they have just seen on this section.

SUGGESTION: Let your students draw some conclusions about what they have
understood from the videos and their own concepts toward the content, ask
them to make some notes about it at home and so the following class apply
the EXTRA PLUG ACTIVITY for them to have a final discuss about it.
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Finally, as a last step to give our Ss a golden key for their
progress and connect all the 4S in the language, our Ss are
invited to prepare a final oral presentation to practise their
speaking, show us the conclusion they’ve got so far from the
learned content and practise their communicative skills by
using them not only to apply the questionnaire to a person,
but to report the results to the whole class.

Then, on the UNDERSTANDING THE VIDEO section Ss are
going to complete some tasks related to the vídeo and
activate their understanding from the video’s ideas
SUGGESTION: Ask your Ss to produce a slide presenting the person
they have interviewed and the questionnaire so that can Interact
more to the audience. If possible post some productions on the
web, school’s facebook page, so on...



RATIONALE 

The present work, its theoretical background and all the content included on both 

student’s demonstrative units and teacher’s guides were made by considering what 

Richards&Rodgers (2001 apud  D.A. Wilkins, 1972) mentioned on their book 

Approaches and Methods in Language Teaching – 2nd Edition (2001) as to be the 

Communicative Approach: “Rather than describe the core of a language through 

traditional concepts of grammar and vocabulary, Wilkins aimed to demonstrate the 

system of meanings that lay behind the communicative uses of language.” (RICHARDS; 

RODGERS, 2001 p. 154).  

Taking this approach of learning and how it has expanded since 1970 (RICHARDS; 

RODGERS, 2001) made this work to be seen as a key for developing the communicative 

competence to the 21st century as mentioned by Richards&Rodgers (2001 apud Hymes 

1972): “Hymes coined this term in order to contrast a communicative view of language 

and Chomsky’s theory of competence.” (RICHARDS; RODGERS, 2001 p. 159). 

This communicative view of language and the communicative language teaching 

approach is defined by Richards (2006) as: 

Communicative language teaching can be understood as a set of 
principles about the goals of language teaching, how learners learn a 
language, the kinds of classroom activities that best facilitate learning, 
and the roles of teachers and learners in the classroom. Let us examine 
each of these issues in turn. (RICHARDS, p. 2). 

 

By considering all that has been said, the CONNECT ME collection comes in order to 

provide this facilitation of the learning process and to build real communicative skills on 

their learners/students, once English is nowadays considered a lingua franca (HARMER, 

2001) and is best defined as: 

A lingua franca can be defined as a language widely adopted for 
communication between two speakers whose native languages are 
different from each other’s and where one or both speakers are using it 

as a “second” language. (HARMER, 2001, p. 1). 

 

Having this idea of both lingua franca and communicative tool the English language has, 

CONNECT ME tries to bring up the “what to teach” as defined by Harmer (2001) as: 

The “what to teach” aspect of the communicative approach stressed the 
significance of language functions rather than focusing solely on 
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grammar and vocabulary (HARMER, 2001, p. 84). 
 

By considering all these theorists’ thoughts toward language learning on the 21st century, 

CONNECT ME bring inside itself an specific methodology to work with CLT 

(Communicative Language Teaching) along the 4 skills (listening, reading, writing and 

speaking) as well as with grammar content and vocabulary expansion in order to make 

them all effective to communication and form more effective English speakers. Once as 

stated by Harmer (2001): “Activities in CLT typically involve students in real or realistic 

communication, where the accuracy of the language they use is less important than 

successful achievement of the communicative task they are performing”. (HARMER, 

2001 p. 85). 

Thinking about all these ideas the CONNECT ME collection represented here counts on 

units separated into sections, and their more detailed explanations are on the teachers´ 

guide. The teachers´ guide was developed in order to assist teachers to achieve each unit´s 

full performance, taking into consideration whether they are teaching large or small 

groups of students. 

The units from both books represented further in this work are basically composed by a 

Warm-up part called Getting Plugged to the Content, which works as an engagement for 

the reading part and to motivate students to start thinking more critically about the 

importance of the content to be studied, right after this brief introduction the following 

parts will work with the 4 skills and always count on 3 moments to be produced: pre-

activity which works as an engagement and sometimes work as a vocabulary activity or 

a speaking task to be solved, main activity (which in fact is the main part of the section) 

and post-activity which will activate the practical knowledge built on the students along 

the their learning from the first and second part previously mentioned. 

 

This sense the 4 skills and an specific language topic are worked throughout the following 

titles: PLUG ME TO A GOOD READING (for reading development), PLUG ME TO 

PENCIL AND PAPER (for writing development), PLUG ME TO THE LANGUAGE (to 

work with language and structural tasks), PLUG MY EARPHONES TO MY 

LISTENING (to develop the listening skills) and finally PLUG MY SPEAKING TO THE 

OTHERS AROUND ME (to deeply offer practice of the communicative skills). 

Vocabulary is worked within all the 4 main skills, and there is still a section dedicated to 

phonetics and phonology called GETTING PLUGED TO NEW SOUNDS. These are 
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undoubtedly the most important parts to mention in here and the left ones as well as a 

better detailed from the whole book can be found on both teacher’s books which will be 

further presented in here. 

Speaking 

 

According to Cook (1989): “Discourse analysis examines how stretches of language, 

considered in their full textual, social and psychological context, become meaningful and 

unified for their users.” (COOK, 1989, viii). this sense and keeping in mind that discourse 

analyzes is pretty well connected to the development of speaking, all the speaking 

activities present in this work and both student’s books take into consideration this 

previously mentioned concept and also what Wu (2013 apud Schegolff, Koshik, Jacoby 

& Olsher, 2002) mentioned on her work about discourse analysis and the multiple 

variations we find to see it into practice in the communicative approach: 

 
    The organization of conversation involves many aspects such as “turn  

    taking”, “turn organization”, “action formation”, “sequencing”,  

    “repair”, “word/usage selection”, “recipient design” and “overall  

    organization of the occasion of interaction” (Wu, 2013 p. 88). 
 

And these aspects can be shorten described by taking into consideration: “the pairs of 

utterances in talk, [which are] often mutually dependent” (McCarthy, 2002, p. 119).; 

“when and how people take turns in conversation.” (Burns, Joyce & Gollin, 1996, p. 18); 

and also that “participants in interaction can make corrections through repair either on 

their own initiative (self-repair) or be required by the other participants (other-repair)” 

(Cook, 1989, p. 55) and to give a property feedback without creating a discouragement 

on our students to going ahead even if they make mistakes on their pronunciation some 

devices can be applied such as promoting body language and using some expressions as  

“oh really?”, “yeah” (Wu, 2013 pg. 89). 

Reading & Writing 

Both sections dedicated to the exploration and growth to the abilities of reading and 

writing were carefully elaborated by considering the importance of the text genres and 

applicability from the text types to different environments and contents, once according 

to  Paltridge (…) apud Biber (1988):  
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Two different perspectives can be offered on the structure of 
these texts: one that identifies the text’s generic structure based 

on its genre category membership (in Biber’s (1988) terms), 

and another that describes its text structure based on its internal 
patternings of rhetorical organization. (PALTRIDGE, 1994, p. 
239). 

The two parts are basically linked on CONNECT ME in a way the reading of a 

certain text genre (with its text type) prepares the students to be producing on the 

writing part that same text genre, with similar structure and features. While 

thinking about the exercises present on these section, whenever working with both 

text genres and types some of examples found on the book CONNECT ME are 

mentioned by Paltridge (1994): 

 

In addition, generic structures and text structures may be 
compared and contrasted in the language learning classroom. 
Students, for example, may be presented with a number of 
genre and text type categories and asked to select the 
appropriate category for a particular text. They may then be 
given a list of generic and text structure components and asked 
to locate them within the text. Conversely, students may be 
presented with the generic and text structure components of a 
text, and asked to reconstruct the text from these and a list of 
key content words and concepts. Other tasks may involve 
students arranging sections of a text on the basis of generic and 
text structure information provided. (PALTRIDGE, 1996, pp. 
241,242). 

 

And also a type of activity that helps out on the preparation for student’s final 

writing production, like Paltridge (1996) states: 

Students may, equally, be given a number of examples of a 
particular genre and asked to identify the generic structure and 
associated text type/s on the basis of their examination of the 
texts. (PALTRIDGE, 1996, p. 242). 

As well as thinking about the idea from brainstorming to producing “which 

students can then use to write their own individual texts.” (PALTRIDGE, 1996, 

p. 242). 

Working with Grammar & Vocabulary 

On the current work and thinking about CLT, grammar is taught in a way it can 

be linked to writing, the tenses found on a certain text and well as stated by Hinkel 

(2002):   
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Some studies report that to attain advanced proficiency in L2 
writing, learners need to attend to grammar in their writing, 
and that L2 pedagogy genuinely concerned about learner 
proficiency in writing needs to include the teaching of relevant 
L2 grammar (HINKEL, 2002, p. 182). 

 

All the grammar content was selected by considering the relevance of the content 

to be taught, and the what to teach was made by considering the circumstances 

and learner’s objectives, teaching to students only the necessary points of 

grammar (SWAN apud RICHARDS & RENANDYA, 2002). And the approach 

to work with grammar follows what it extents to the inductive teaching as stated 

by Shaffer (1989): 

 

Rather, an inductive approach was equated with the Audio-
Lingual method of the sixties where learning is defined as habit 
formation. Students learned by rote numerous examples of a 
structure until the use of that structure became automatic. 
(SHAFFER, 1989, p. 395). 

 

Once grammar should be taught in a way it does not neglect the power of a 

meaningful conversation or avoid unconscious use of a grammar structure and this 

is exactly what we would be finding on the inductive approach (SHAFFER, 1989). 

And in the current word is also that considered that an inductive approach must 

count on both student’s attention in order to assimilate and understand the 

grammar content, and after that students be asked to formulate and verbalize by 

themselves the learned patterns of grammar (SHAFFER,1989). 

Now, about vocabulary it has been used as a pre-task in order to enrich the 

motivation of the learners toward the contents present on this work and also to 

mention that without teaching vocabulary in a contextualize form of learning 

nothing could be covered (WILKINS, 1972). 

And also taking into consideration what Brown (1994) mentioned about teaching 

vocabulary in a contextualized form: 

    The best internalization of vocabulary comes from encounters 
    (comprehension or production) with words within the content 
    of surrounding discourse. Rather than isolating words and/or  
    focusing on dictionary definitions, attend to vocabulary within 
    a communicative framework in which items appear. Students  
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    will associate new words with a meaningful context to which  
    they apply. (BROWN, 1994, p. 365) 

      

Listening 

About the development of the listening skills on the present work, it was firstly 

considered that: “Written and spoken texts require the same processing, i.e. to 

understand a text readers and listeners must activate their linguistic as well as prior 

knowledge of the world.” (ABLEEVA, 2008, p.2) 

Secondly, it was also considered that students must have and interactive process 

once they are seen as listeners, in which they would be merging two processes to 

provide their learning, by employing in one moment their own knowledge about 

the second language (bottom-up process) and on a second moment their 

knowledge by considering the content, throughout contextualization (top-down 

process) (ABLEEVA, 2008). These two processes are best defined by Rost (2002) 

as: 

    Speech perception and word recognition are the ‘bottom-up’  
    processes in listening: they provide the ‘data’ for   
    comprehension. If the listener does not recognize enough of  
    these bottom-up cues in order to process the speech in real  
    time, he or she will rely more exclusively on ‘top-down’  
    processes semantic expectations and generalizations. (Bold in 
    the original, ROST, 2002 p. 96). 

 

Lastly, to build the listening activities it has been also considered the eight 

dimensions the students have to cope with on listening tasks: the individualized 

dimension, the cross-cultural dimension, the social dimension, the contextualized 

dimension, the affective dimension, the strategic dimension and the intertextual 

dimension (FLOWERDEW & MILLER, 2005). 

A bit of Phonetics to Raise Pronunciation 

Finally, in the current work it was also explored a bit about phonetics in one of 

the two demonstrative units, in order to raise pronunciation and guarantee more 

accuracy while speaking, once pronunciation is seen as the Cinderella area of 

foreign language teaching (KELLY, 1969), and once our work aims to build 

confident English speakers by considering the real context use, in the current work 

we have in mind that to all perspectives pronunciation has an important social 
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value and that by giving them notions on how to pronounce better they will 

become much accurate to the language (GELVANOVSKY, 2002). 
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